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Finland wants guns and airplanes—not merely man power.
The critical situation in which the heroic nation finds itself
is graphically set forth ln a speech delivered In New York re
cently by Hon. John Saari, chairman of the Finnish Ameri
can Relief Society. We are presenting a brief abstract hoping
that every American will read it and ponder.
The questions arise, how long can the Finns, who are at
present putting up such a valiant defense, stand thts attack
alone? After Finland has been conquered and her people
killed off or enslaved, what will happen to the other Scandi
navian countries and their people? As a people who are de
voted to democratic institutions and sympathize with demo
cratic people throughout the world, can we. as proponents of
democracy and the strongest and wealthiest nation in the
world, stand by and see this outpost of western civilization
ruthlessly devastated and her democratic institutions elimi
nated and her people exterminated or enslaved, without re
sponding to their appeal for affective aid? Should we render
this aid now when it will do the most good or when the dis
aster has spread and the effective aid becomes more costly and
complicated?
It is evident that less than 4,000.000 people with limited
resources, cannot long withstand the attack of 180,000.000 peo
ple with unlimited resources. History also shows that Oenghis
Kahn and other atrocious tyrants have not stopped their
aggression and conquest until they were halted by a superior
force. And the inevitable result here, too, will be that unless
the democratic nations render effective aid to Finland now,
Finland will be crushed and the other Scandinavian countries
will be next in line of Stalin s aggression.
I do not believe that there is any question as to how the
American people feel toward aiding Finland in her resistance
of the onslaught of Stalin and his cohorts. This is amplyproved by the wholehearted response the people throughout
the country have shown in answering former President
Hoover's call for relief for the civilian population in Finland
Over 1200 newspapers have agreed to collect funds for Finnish
relief. In 46 States. Alaska, and the Hawaiian Islands, there
are state and local committees soliciting funds to aid the warstricken people of Finland. These committees are composed of
bankers, business men, professional men and women, news
paper men. educators, laborers and labor leaders, actors and
producers, artists, athletes, and sportsmen, and others. In
other words, the American people are unanimously sympathiz
ing with Finland in her brave fight for existence.
The moral support of the American people and the money
that these newspapers and committees are collecting and send
ing to Finland are of tremendous aid to Finland. But, as valu
able as the civilian aid is. it alone will not save Finland from
the ferocious conquest, nor the other Scandinavian countries
whose fate will be decided after Finland Is subdued.

A PROCLAMATION
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“THE BLACK CAT"

A few weeks ago this city was saddened by the lass at sea of
the entire crew of thc Madeline and Flora. The families of sev
eral of the men who died have been left in straitened circum
stances nnd the Huntley-Hill Past, Veterans of Foreign Wars, is
sponsoring a dance and beano party at the Community Building,
Thursday. Feb. 8. for the benefit of these unfortunate people.
Tlie unselfish service of these veterans in behalf of others less
fortunate than they, merits the support of the whole community
and I urge all our citizens to co-operate by buying tickets or con
tributing in every way passible to the success of the undertaking.
E. R. VEAZIE. Mayor.

Due to the fact that many people
are confused about the information
needed for getting the plates for a
car the tax collector has made up a
list of the Information needed for
registering a car.
First, a tax must be paid. Tlie
Be not deceived: Ood is not owner must have the following: En
mocked: for whatsoever a man
gine number and serial number; type
soweth, that shall he also reap.
of car such as sedan, coupe or truck;
Oal. 6: 7.
the horsepower; kind of lens; use
of vehicle; previous owner; address
and date of purchase; second previ1 ous owner's name and address; if
there is a mortgage or lien on ve
hicle. If there ls. the original
(By The Roving Reporter)
Mrs. Viola Stockbridge, 83, amount of mortgage; kind of note
Has Retired As Postmas and date of note, in favor of whom.
What’s become of the out of State
A receipt for a year's subscription
For instance, if there is a mortter At Atlantic
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this
time
last
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manv
to
the Rockland Gazette was exhib
I gage on the car lt would either be
of them had visited Rockland, in ited In tliis office yesterday. The
Mrs. Viola Stockbridge retired CIT Corp., OMAC or Universal
comparison w-ith which our present payment was made in 1855 by Ber
Jan. 31 as postmaster of Atlantic i Credit Co , etc.; where the car was
list looks slim.
nard Ingraham, and the receipt was
last
registered,
if
in
Maine
put
down
She is 83 years old and has been
signed by John Porter.
postmaster for 33 years. During Maine, if out of State put down the
A newly elected municipal Judge
“O—
her years of service to the public State; and if there is a mortgage on
I am indebted to my good friend,
in Covington, Ky„ has warned the
the
car.
to
whom
the
title
shall
be
she has endeared herself to all with
police officials that evidence against Congressman Smith, for a copy of
whom she lame in contact. Slie delivered. In the case where the car
drunken drivers must be conclusive, the Congressional Directory, auto
was always accommodating, always |is being financed by the OMAC Coinand he directed them to take graphed and with a fine picture of
smiling and never too busy to pas;, pany. they insist on holding the
suspicious drunks to a physician for tlie National Capitol on the cover
|
title
and
the
title
is
sent
to
them.
the time of day.
examination and present a physi page. In point of length lt out
If the car is not a brand new car
To all appearances, Mrs. Stockcian's certificate in court. How nice does "Gone With the Wind," having
or
has
not
been
bought
recently,
no
bridge is as capable today as she
it would be If all these precautions 818 pages. It is not probable that
affidavit or proof of ownership is
was when she took the oflice. She
could be taken before innocent per 1 shall digest all ol them, but a book
needed. If the car has been bougnt
will, of course, miss the work which
sons are slaughtered.
of tiiat type Ls always liandy and
since July 21 and you have not thc
she has done so well for all those
useful and I prize It accordingly.
title to it already, you must have a
years, but no more than her friends
W. O. Fuller, when abroad with
bill of sale from the dealer. Il a
and neighbors will miss her.
his friend, William 8 Richardson,
Here's a slang expression which
car has been purchased since July
was walking along the streets of was familiar ln my childhood—
21st, from an Individual, the seller
Paris and noticed that a man kept "Why cert" I wonder liow many
Richard Snow of Rockland making good in aviation
must furnish you a bill of sale,
following thorn and stayed very near 1 Rockland citizens recall it.
which is a blue form that can be
An Air Corps more than double > for basic flight training. Previously them as they walked. After some;
—oobtained by applying at the regis
in size by June. 1941, was author-I they have piled up 65 hours at one time of this Mr Fuller turned to1 West Paris boasts a cat 17 years
’! tration office.
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Alabama
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keeping. Inquiry there yesterday
Washington
Seventeen h.p.. $10; 18 to 24 h. plans ahead into the weeks, months chariots and dragged through the Point of the Air' , every six weeks street, Rockland.
anticipate" when they mean exfailed to locate it, and Mrs. Malp., $12: 25 to 30 h. p.. $14; 31 h. p. and years. We plan so much for streets until their bodies were
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ful presentation of choice bits of
time, and neglect to plan for eter- dashed to pieces. Hear me. beloved:
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(noted by Austin Philbrook)
nlty It seems so strange that we if it cost you that to follow- Christ.
what Maine has to offer sportsmen
defining anticipate” as meaning "to
Wisconsin
should be more thoughtful of the if you faced what they are facing
— , r
and other vacationists. It is the sought relates to the Newbert fam forestall or foresee," while expect Is
lesser things. Our eternity is de- !in Europe todav, w^ould you still be Our State Exhibit Is Center
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BIG, NEW
late John Newbert, who resided for
Camera Club are looking forward to
with our time here. Never do you own your Lord? The church needs
men’s Show
rows and hls Executive Council a time on Tillson avenue. Mrs. fidence." "Anticipate," says Web
730 tonight when they will attend
hear God saying. Wait until to a wave of persecution that the
------and it seems pretty well established Mallett is also interested to know ster, "implies less definite grounds
wheat may be separated from the
the demonstration of "High Key"
morrow.
Always
God.
in
his
infi
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still
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long
while
before
that nothing more attractive or ef- whether the Newberts were Dutch than expect "
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chaff,
the
sheep
from
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goats.
I
portraiture to be given by J. C. Bur
nite wisdom, calls out. 'Now'. It
spring but you can't blame 50.000 feetive has ever been, brought to or Germans. Any information will
One year ago; A lively newspaper
Watts Hall, Thomaston seems to me as I read God's Word, wonder, if persecution should come city folks for dreaming. You'd the shows.
rows. "Bring your camera and tri
bc gratefully received by Mrs. Mal- debate was being waged as to the
today,
with
animosities
and
hatreds
There are lakes, waterfalLs, trees, ,eU or
Bla(.k Cat
pod,” says the notice. Mr. Burrows
he has given great 'Danger' signs,
probably be in some sort of a
merits and demerits of a State lot
Saturday, February 10
is one of the club's most enthusias
and he says. 'Behold, now—right on every side, would 1 still stand trance yourself If you are a lover brooks, live fish, beaver at work
tery —Mrs Clara Lovett, 89, died In
8.15 P. M.
true, or would I be ashamed or
tic members and has made a verynow—ls the accepted time.'
of the great outdoors, of hunting, ana play, realistically stuffed, ani-1 Very much of a coincidence is Waldoboro—Mrs Lizzie French was
Admission
35
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afraid
to
own
my
Lord?
• • • •
extensive research ln the art of
fishing and what not snd could at mals that move and cavort, four j the election of Thomas J. Lyons as
16T7
"They need to know that back tend the annual sportsmen'' Snow real live Canadian geese, bits of the president of the New York State elected president of the Daughters
modem photography.
Standards of the Christian Life ’
of Union Veterans —Mrs Charles A.
J was the subject Sunday morning. there in the home there ls a life now being held at Mechanic Build - seashore with wharves, boats that Federation of Labor. Maine one; Jameson died at the age of 95 —El
and
example
that
all
the
teachings
ing
Boston
rock and roll, tuna, lobster traps i)ad a labor commissioner of thc mer E Simmons died at his home on
Mrs. Bonney taking as her part
—7------------------ -—
"For me to live is Christ and to of our godless men and women never j Attractions, exhibits, events and and buoys, fish nets, dried fish and fame name. He hailed from Vinal- Knox street, aged 77 years.—Mr.
will be able to sway. The family demonstrations galore from morning real men that have long made their haven, and I am in a position to and Mrs. H. W Thorndike celebrat
die is gain.”
“I wonder this morning if we altar lias in most cases been put on untU night, through to Saturday, living by what they could harvest state that he was a very high grade ed their golden wedding in St.
...FURS...
j citizen.
state of Marne is right in from the seas.
are proud of the name we bear. the rubb.sh heap. It isn t three and
Petersburg, Fla.
The regular show events are run j
AOCKLANO. - MAIM
midst of it. In previous years
Does it mean anything to us to look times 9 year when we go into a
a lost, dying, hell-bound world in Christian home that we are asked Maine has been a dominating fig- off in the tank directly in front of
strel show, gave the selection "Wedthe face and say we belong to to share in family worship. If your ure but this time she just about I U»e exhibit and thousands of folks
| ding of Miss Bray" in the semi' who occupy the auditorium seats
Christ?
I wonder.
Sometimes boy or girl should be faced with steals the whole shebang.
... ii c i .
. cl
finals of the Sophomore speaking
a
crisis,
would
thcre
be
worn
places
1
First
of
all
the
stage
in
the
main
1 can t helP but have a great big Well Selected Cast Snows <onl<.st and was rhosen as Kippy
people are ashamed in some com
in
your
none,
where
you
have
knelt
auditorium
is
definitely
the
A-l
"Maine
Vacationland"
staring
at
pany to name the name of Jesus
That It Will Be a Decided Karnival Ball chairman thts year.
Christ. That name Christian was and praye'd. that would call that spot of the show and sitting right ' them at all times,
Success
Mary Anastasla tal{es
part of
boy or girl back to Christ? Or are up on It in a blaze of color, action !Tho show management has cm- J
flrst given in derision, as a badge
_____
Valerie Whitman, a Southern
your knees against the card table in- and beauty is Klir Beck s master-Ployed several guides and other !
of shame. It was spoken in mock
Roger Conant, a popular student Charmer. Miss Anastasia won sec
----- Maine characters to help give their
ery of those in Antioch who had stead of in the secret place of
in
the Junior class has been selec- ond prize in the Sophomore Prize
prayer? I believe that thing is do-J shepherd who had 100 sheep. who | customers tlieir money's worth.
turned their backs upon sin, but
ted to act the part of "Grandpa Speaking Contest with •Danny's
t ihu
••
today men are pleased to be called ing more to rob our women than went out into the mountains,' The BelBra'le lakes region is back
any
other
one
thing.
Smoking
and
through
the
storm,
to
seek
the
one
wlth
its
usual
attractive
booth,
feachosen for the
'
Christian, even if their lives are
easily follow.
who had gone astray. Did vou ever turing pictures and booklets. The '
black with sin. We are living ln drinking Sunday
Afternoon
have a child lost? Do you’remem- Kenn€bec lakes
•* Putting semi-finals in the Sophomore speaka courteous letter from Lieut. W.
a day when a man who is not a Jew
"My message this afternoon is not ber the agony of those hours? Do on a good show and Washington lng contes‘ in *hich .he.gave the T Wingo recruiting officer for the
calls himself a Christian. I am
County has a booth which features selection "Inner Boy." He has taken u. S. Marine Corps, thanks The
amazed at that! Dont think we a sermon; it is not a lecture. It isi you remember seven or eight years
an active part in the Explorers Courier-Oazette for assistance it
j ago, when a little curly haired boy salmon fishing and hunting. Vet
have any right to call ourselves purely a testimony.
Club and in many other speech arts rendered in the recent drive made
eran
trapper
Walter
Arnold
of
Guil

“Hear me: if you are hungering was taken out into the stormy
Christian unless our lives conform
Marguerite Mahoney is Tootsie in this section of the State. "We
ford
has
brought
down
a
real
wil

to that. We have made being a and thirsting after righteousness, night? Do you remember how you derness cabin and an expensive Bean." a plump spinster. One of the got some good men out of RockChristian a thing of luxury and you are not going to find it in the listened to the radio? Days slipped collection of furs while Mr. and Mrs. reasons why Miss Mahoney was land,'' writes Lieut. Wingo.
convenience, but the Lord Jesus movies or anywhere else outside. I into weeks. Do you remember one Ed Jornan of Eddington are draw chosen is her “ever-ready laugh” j
------------------ said that those who followed him do not believe a man can live right day a woman's voice over the ing plenty of crowds with their which is necessary for the part. She
Rockland Lodge F.A.M. will hold
every day must take up their cross. in the world without the encourage- radio, pleading in agony that the demonstrations of making birch has been a member of the Girls installation of officers tonight. All
I
"I ask you this morning, Just the men of the prayer meeting. I went fiend who had taken her little baby bark canoes.
I Glee Club three years, and was se- master masons are invited.
name of Christ, is the mark of the to that prayer meeting. They got might care for him in the cold?
Hcibie Welch of Oquossoc is giv lected for the semi-finals ln the
cross upon your life? They tell me down on their knees and prayed, Finally, after weeks had passed, ing fly casting demonstrations as Sophomore speaking contest.
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
"WtM
now he ealT fit what he w ter...
back in the great world war, it was then that preacher read the Word, you slipped away to pray one day a part of the main show while guides
Doris Gatti has been chosen for
made a glamorous thing. When it and then all over that auditorium for those parents. Do you remem Perry Greene of Augusta, Joe King the part of Priscilla, a girl who
If T had my life to live again I
Wiser waa 00 oaty where he OET what he pay tori’
came time for the first transport to men and women stood and told ber the heartache and anquish of of Greenville and Del Soule of Old cant spell (which is not true of would have made a rule to read some
poetry
and listen to some music at
go over, they cast lots and the what God had done for them. I the world over that one little child? Town are participating in ‘he log Miss Gatti). She has served on least once a week The loss of these
,
...
,
tastes
Is
names chosen were marked with a never missed a meeting; I was more You multiply that ten million times, rolling, canoe tilting and other the entertainment committees of Darwin a loss of happiness—Charles
cross. Hear me: one day that old faithful than some of the deacons. and you haven’t touched the agony events.
the Kippy Karnival two years, was
CORONACH
"I go up and down America, pour- of the heart of God over one who is
ship of Zion, ln the midst of the
Capt. Whitney Thompson, colorful usher chairman at last year s minHe Is gone on the mountain.
shout of saints and the singing of ing out my soul. I have preached lost.
Port Clyde fisherman is probably
He Ls lost to the forest.
“One day I am going to have to the show's greatest attraction. Sta- fishing is getting its share of at Like a summer-dried fountain
16-17 God’s celestial choir, is going to here as sincerely and honestly as I
When our need w’as the sorest.
draw Into port, but If you and I know how to do. Will you not, with leave all I have loved here on earth. | t,joned in the Sea and Shore Fisher- tention along with the inland at- Tbe font, reappearing.
,
.
,
|
From
the rain-drops shall borrow,
me,
remember
my
brother
at
the
but he will bear me safely through j ies section of the exhibit "Whit” tractions and skilled wardens are But to un
have the privilege of marching
comes no cheering
across, it will be because we have Throne of Grace? I am praying that,hour. That same glorious in- 'mends nets and spins yarns that on hand to answer questions and ' To Dunoan 210 morrow!
siinnlv information.
information
11 The
handthe
of eara
the reaper
draw-n a cross. It will not be be- that when the last summons comes. vitation that I heard 21 years ago,1 made him a natural magnet for thc supply
Takes
that are hoary.
ROCKLAND HIGH SCHOOL Boy. and Girl.
cause of our position, our money eveiT single one of my family shall is still ringing out. I tell you I did! crowds. Dressed in oilskins, souWeek after next the exhibit will But the voice of the weeper
.
,
.
,
,
„
Walls manhood in glory,
In the bank, our education or cul be in an unbroken circle with the not know what it meant to live, un- wester and rubber boots, with his be enlarged and moved to Grand The autumn winds rushing
VS.
ture, or anything else that man has Lord Jesus Christ. Will your famly til I walked hand in hand with ever present and faithful pipe plus Central Palace in New York for an- ; B
THOMASTON HIGH SCHOOL Boys and Girls
a month old beard this hardy sea other seven day run. Inland Fishwhen blighting was nearest.
put his eternal hope upon. It will be complete in that day, or will Jesus Christ.
“Are you lost tonight? If you are, farer never lacks attention. He is eries and Game Commissioner Fleet foot on the correi.
be
because we have enthroned the you be the one to break that fam
ROCKLAND COMMUNITY BUILDING
will you not on this last invitation especially popular as a subject for George J. Stobie is in charge of the Red hand in the foray.
Lord Jesus Christ ln our hearts and ily tie?”
FRIDAY NIGHT, FEBRUARY 9
let him give you the assurance that photographers who pose him with Maine representation with Dick ,,f.I°,'Y-.soyLncl *’ th.Y “•umber!
“
I
would
that
men
and
women
walk the ways of righteousness with
Like the dew on the mountain,
PRELIMINARY GAME 630, ROCKLAND JUNIOR VARSITY
might understand something of the your sins are forgiven and let him everything from bathing beauties Reed of the Maine Development
Like the foam on the river.
him.
Commission handling the promotion LIThoue»rt gone^.nd'forevefi1'1'
ADMI8SION 25c, 35c
“Profane history tells us It used yearning ln the heart of God. He robe you in hls robes of righteous to trained seals.
Salt water sports and commercial and publicity.—by Dick Reed,
*
—sir Walter Scott
to cost something to be a Chria- told us that beautiful story of the ness?”

At Ripe Old Age

STUDENT PILOT RICHARD SNOW

THE BONNEYS HAVE GONE

Spying Auto Plates

But the Message They Gave Will Sound In Many

Ears For a Long Time

All Eyes On Maine

Ken Mackenzie's

Radio & Stage Show

Lacien K, Green & Son

Junior Class Play

BASKETBALL

Every-Other-Day
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Prince Demdoff Is Expected

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
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List Of Questions

Willis In A New Role

Prince Domidoff and some of his

Six feet four inches tall. 20? pounds
of lean sinew. Prince "Nicky" Dem.dofl would stand out in any crowd,
but Knox County will look for hint
with particular interest Feb. 17 and
18 at the races of the New England
Sled Dog Club for cups offered -n
connection with the Snow Bowl Carnival, for he made his first contact

UNION

Mrs. John Williams will be chair with sled dogs in Finland while at
man of a public card party to be 1 an outpost station above the Arctic
Held in the Community Club rooms I circle, where "mushing" was not
next Saturday night. Tlie next done as sport but for the lives of his
meeting of the Club will be Feb. 13 i fellow-workers and himself, for
with Mrs Leo Ross as chairman. I these dogs were freighters who
Hostesses will be Mrs. Elizabeth ! hauled in food supplies and equipj ment.
Hawes and Miss Edith Hawes.
Prince Nicholas came to the
Mrs. Arthur Robbins was hostess
to the Mother's Club Friday after
noon. Honors in bridge were won by
MTs. Clarence Leonard ant) Mrs. Al
fred Hawes.
Bath 93, Trojans 37
William Thomas. Irving Rich.
The cages must liave been very
Lawrence Morton and William Hilt
spent the weekend in Boston where ‘dose to the floor in Bath last night
they attended tlie Sportsman Show. I judging from the above score. From
I force of habit maybe it was Bath
j all the way. Brown of Bath A. C.
Easy to relieve I scored 34 points and Billings led
misery dircctwithout "dosing". ’ for Rockland with 23.
Rub throat, chest,
Bath A. C.
and back with . ..
O
F. Pts
USED ar 3 OUT
I Brown. If .............. 14
6
34
OF S MOTHERS
0
30
VapoRus i MtQuarnc. rf ...... 15

Basketball Battles

BABY'S

COLD

VICKS

V

4 WAYS

Cavalier* Valentine Special

CEDAR CHESTS
Biggest thrill in any girl’s life is the proposcl from the man.
Biggest gift thrill is a Cavalier hops chest . . . start of the new home.
IN THE SPRING

A magnificent cheif! luff walnut ond orientolwood; roomy removable
lid troy; velvet lined compartment; eadutive "Keepiafe" lock; choice,

rroth policy or plaque engraved with romej of recipient and giver.

DURING

CflssiMoroli msflnd
om,d new tcenei, with thii
• ■otic Covaliir chilli

Saturday night, Peb. 13, there is
to be a Finnish Relief Program at
Temple hall, Rockland. The entire
proceeds of this program will bc
used in connection with Finnish Re
lief.
A highly Interesting and enter
taining program will bc presented
and everybody ls cordially invited to
attend. One cannot help but be in
sympathy with Finland at this time
and surely each and every one wants
to do his part in some way and is
there any better way than by attend
ing this benefit program. You cer
tainly will not be wasting your time
but instead you will see and hear
and enjoy a worthwhile program
and at the same time be doing your
part In helping out Finland.
A detailed account of the program
will appear in the Thursday issue of
this paper.
H.

Tliat inquisitive person lhe census | widow or uudcr-18-J car-old child
taker will bc making his rounds the of a veteran?
40. If child, is veteran father
first two weeks in April. In order
that you may be forewarned, follow dead?
41. War or military service?
ing are the questions which every
42. Docs this person liave a Fed-,
citizen must answer:
eral social security number?
I. Street, avenue, road, etc.
43. Were deductions for Federal
, 2. House number (ln cities and
old age insurance or railroad retire
J towns).
ment made from this person’s wages
3. Number of household in order or salary in 1939?
of visitation. (He asks himself this
44. If so. were wages made from
Dr. Guy Wilson was enthusiastic
one>.
(1) all, (2) one-hrlf or more, < 3» ally requested to continue his min
4 Home owned iO) or rented <R‘. part but less than half, of wages or istry cf the Pratt Memorial Meth
5. Value of home, If owned, or salary?
odist Church at last night's session
45. Usual occupation.
monthly rental, if rented
of the Quarterly Conference, pre
46. Usual industry.
6. Does this household live on a
sided over by Dist. Supt. Dr. A A
\1. Usual class of worker (em Callaghan. A substantial increase
farm? (Yes or no).
7. Name of each person whose ployer. employe or working on own in salary was voted Dr. Wilson at
usual place of residence on April 1, account). For all women who are the same time. All organizations
or have been married, following of the church reported, showing the
1941. was in this household
questions):
Be
sure
to
include:
parish to be in the best condition
famous dogs.—Picture loaned by the Manchester. N. II.. Union-Leader.
48 Has this woman been married in many years. Complete reports
1. Persons temporarily absent
United States in 1929. but his family a revolution the Demidoff family fled
from household. Write ab" after [ more than once?
will appear In a subsequent issue.
SWAN’S ISLAND
remained ln Finland where they to Viipure. Finland. Stripped of his
49 Age at first marriage?
names of such persons.
Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood was honored
had fled after the Russian revolu land, money and factories. Prince
2. Children under 1 year of age i 30 Number of children ever born. by appointment as lay church leadMrs. Benjamin Stockbridge of
tion. His widowed mother was last Alexander rallied his family against
Write "infant" tf child has not
i er, a new office for the outstanding Boothbay recently visited her
heard of ln bombed and ravaged bolshevism.
been given a first name.
GEORGES RIVER ROAD, woman of the parish. Mrs. Edith mother-in-law Mrs. John Stanley.
Vipuri. and his three brothers arAfter he became 21 years of age
Enter (X) after name of person] The regular business meeting of’Tweedie was designated lay memMrs. Charles Joyce and Mrs.
with the Finnish army, fighting the "Nicky" left Finland, going first to
furnishing information.
the Finnish Church will be helt! ] ber to the annual conference and Lilia Moulden are guests of rela"red" Russians, one brother being Paris, Switzerland. England. Anally
8 Relationship of this person to tonight.
' tives in Ellsworth and Bucksport
I Mrs. Lorita Bicknell, alternate.
reported killed m action in the fight In 1929 he came to the United States the head of the household, as wife,
ing north of Lake Ladoga.
where he is connected at present daughter, father, mother-in-law,
Prince "Nicky" was named for with a cosmetic firm owned by Jac grandson, lodger, lodger's wife, ser
TsarNicholas II. assassinated by queline Cochran, famed as the 1938 vant, hired hand, etc
the Bolsheviks in 1917. His father winner of the Bendix trophy aviation
9. Sex—Male (M). female <F>.
and mother were the Prince and race.
’ 19. Color or race.
Princess Alexander Demidoff They
It has only been three years since
II. Age at last birthday
lived the royal court life in Russia, he has again been "mushing" and , 12. Marital status—Single <S>,
the father being immensely wealthy, has been with the New England Sled i married (M). widowed <Wd>, di
a fortune figured in millions of Dog Club, who breed, train and race vorced (Dt.
rubles, the exact amount never sled dogs as a fascinating new win
13. Attended school or college any
known. When Russia erupted into ter sport.
time since March 1. 1949? (Yes or
no).
Fortier, c ...
20 Pinkham. rf ...
1
0
14 Highest grade of school com
Bertocci. lg
3 H Plaisted. If ....
1
0
pleted.
Sarkis, lg ..
4 Lockhart. If___
0
0
15. If bom in the United States.1
Perry, rg
2
0
4 P. Taber, c........
give state, territory or possession.
2
R. Kenoyen, c ....
3
If foreign born, give country in
0
2
Totals
44
which birthplace was situated on
96 Ct. Farington. rg
0
0
Russell, rg
Jan. 1. 1897
Rockland Trojans
1
1
Distinguish Canada-French from
O.
Pts C. Farrington, lg
1
1
Pinkham.
lg
........
0
Canada-English and Irish Free
Billings. If .......... 11
23
State (Eire) from Northern Ire
Referee. Graffam. Time, four f’s.
2
French, rf ............. 1
land.
Chisholm, rf ......... 3
6 I J. V. boys' game the same night,
16 Citizenship of foreign born.
Erskine
23.
J.
V.
15.
Iuicrosse. c ........
6
14
17. City, town or village having
Girls' game, hard fought, Erskine
Duff, lg ...... ........ . U
0
2503
or more inhabitants. Enter R
leading
at
the
half
16
to
9;
Union
McLeod, rg
. 2
4
for all other places.
winning
in
the
last
quarter
36
to
35
.Karl, rg .............
4
-1 Farris was high scorer for Union
18. County.
19. State (or territory or foreign
and MacLcllan for Erskine.
Totals ............. 27
37
country).
Referee. Thayer Time, lour 10's.
30. On a farm? (Yes or No).
21. Was this person at work for
Erskine 30. Union 19
pay or profit in private or nonemer
Erskine Academy boys’ basketball
Roland iDard) Rackliff broke the gency Government work during week
squad defeated Union at Union 30 alley and city record Monday at thc
of March 24-30? (Yes or No).
to 19 in a recent game. The sum Star Alleys by rolling 1240—ten
22. If not. was he at work on. or
mary :
strings. The record 1321 was held assigned to. public emergency work j
Union
by J. IL. Thomas, who rolled it Oct. i WPA. NYA. CXX. etc.), during week
G
F
Pts 24. 1935.
of March 24-33? (Yes or No).
C Leonard rf
He also rolled 670 for five strings, 23. Was this person seeking work?
Gleason, rf...
tieing Mike Arico's record, who rolled (Yes or No).
Esancy. If .....
670. Nov 5. 1938
24. If not seeking work, did hi
1
Morton, c —
Rackliffs ten strings were: 128, have a job. business, etc.? (Yes ori
W and W—FANCY
8
Simmons, rg
3
KELLOGG'S
129, 140. 130. 116, 153. 99. 101. 117. Not.
■
CAN 27c
RED SALMON
0
W. Rich, rg...
0 125—total 1240.
25
Indicate
whether
engaged
in
0
1
H. Leonard lg
• • • •
home housework (H>. in school (8).
RED BREAST
0
Hart, lg ........ ____ 0
Post Office Takes Another
unable to .work (U),or other (Ot.)
CAN 23c
SALMON . .
Erskine
The Rockland Post Office bowl
26 Number of hours worked dur
Pis ing team chalked up another victory
G
ing week cf March 24-3C. 1940.
LIGHT MEAT
10 Saturday night by defeating the
Plaisted. rf
5
27. Duration of unemployment up
TUNA FISH .
CAN ,7c
Waterville Post Office team by 213 to March 33. 1940- in weeks
' pins, in a four-string match. Chatto
28. Occupation: Trade, profes
NATION-WIDE
of thc Rockland team had high sion. or particular kind of work ss
single and high total. 116 and 454 frame skinner, salesman. laborer,
2 CANS 23c
SARDINES
.
respectively, while McCarthy, lead- rivet heater, music teacher
off man on the Waterville team, wag
GORTON and PEW
29 Industry: Industry or busi
tlie only visitor to hit a century ness. as cotton mill, retail grocery,
2 CANS 25c
FISH CAKES .
| string. Tlie scores:
shipyard, farm, public school.
Rockland Post Office
30 Class of worker (whether em
40 FATHOM
D. Perry
86 98 105 91—330 ployer. employe or working on own
2 CANS 20c
FISH CAKES .
McPhee .......... 80 105 87 106—377 account).
Chatto .......... 118 110 133 99—434
91. Number of weeks worked in
LILY WHITE
Dudley .......
86 94 80 85—345 1939 'equivalent full-time weeks).
CODFISH (STEAKS)
Rackliff
102 106 84 87—379
22. Amount of money, wages or
salary received (including commis
470 513 465 467-1915 sions'.
Waterville Post Office
33. Did this person receive in
83 89 78 101—342 come of $30 or more from sources
McCarthy ....
NAIION-WIDE
Dustin ...... ... 79 74 88 93—334 other than money, wages or salary?
MACARONI or SPAGHETTI
PKGS
97 79 85 91—352 (Yes or No).
Tozicr .......
Blanchard . ... 80 94 84 87—345
34. Number of Farm Schedule.
1 LB
... 98 80 79 72—329 (This last he asks himself, in case
Bilodeau
GOLD FLAKE PEANUT BUTTER
JAR ISc
of a fanner).
t
437 407 414 444-1702
14 OZ
Supplementary Questions
SPLENDID CATSUP
BOT 15c
Those who happen to turn up No.
Last winter didn’t start until Feb
Reductions of from '? to 1-3 in 14 or No. 29 cn an enumerator's
bunshitte
1
ruary and this March is going to the price of floor covering remnants work sheet will be asked these "sup
NATION-WIDE—LEMON
call for Overcoats like the furnace arc in effect at this moment at plementary questions" as a sample
WONDER-FIL 3 pkgs 23c
Stonington Fflrniturc Co.. Rockland. poll on the question cf Interest to alt
calls for roal.
2
19
Limited supply. Act quickly. Special the rest of us:
/KOS
.Vnd if you tan use an overcoat, discounts also in effect on Bigelow. , 35. Name.
SPLENDID
don’t overlock this chance to see Sanford rugs and Bigelow stair car
36. Place of birth of father, and
ib.25.c .
37. of mother.
these, for it's like being paid to peting—adv.
2’u§M9<
VANILLA
Vhsfy. Hiqh Quality. 'M.olassesjMokies /_J)
38. Language spoken in home in
kiss a pretty girl.
Sweden has 26.400 tons of coffee earliest childhood.
Sm recipe for Toll Houie Chocolate Crunch Cookie) on the other side of thii handbill
These are line, sound, beautiful ready for use in case war hsuts off
39. Is person a veteran of United
States military forces, or wife,
NESTLE’S
t CHOCOLATE...........................2
overcoats . . . thc sort you've al thc country's supply
bars 25 c

j

With The Bowlers

-SAY

with.

II "big moment" occurred
in Spring, young men
fancy this, at a gift.

A Finnish Benefit
Interesting Program Is To
Be Presented Io Masonic
Hall Saturday Night

in Order That You May Be Prepared Read This

•••
Blasphemous words betray the •••
*• vain foolishness of the speaker •••
•••
Sir P Sidney

Willis I. Ayer, who recently re !
tired from business after 40 years on
"the street." was last night appoint
ed assessor for a term of three years
What is that slang phrase you often
hear—"you can't keep a good man
down.**
1
j

Dr. Wilson Endorsed

CENSUS TAKER IS COMING

ALL-BRAN
IVORY
SALT

2.15c

Tha firutt cheit aver offered in the low priced quality field1 Walnut
end zebra wood veneers are vied, with Tenntnee red cedar.

Thii cheit is 44

inches long—ond hoi a veket-Pned glove troy.

ON THE CAMPUS

You’re not half
through with winter
so see these O’coat
values today

217c

Cupboard Cookies

Educated foiie approve!
this modern moiterpiece by CAVALIER

"V-Matched 'Orientolwood, with butt ond stripe wolnut overTenne»-

Hoi

"Keep-

iee cedar—richly ornamental!
automotic lid troy and
•afe" lock. Choice of gift-graved plaque or moth insurance policy.

★

ways wanted to own . . , and
we're selling them at these prices
because we own too many for
this time of year and yon don't
own enough.

Overcoats
Young modern! swing to
the graceful rhythm of thii
hit parade cedar cheit.

Orientolwood, Nev/ Guinea wood, "arched" Walnut are included in
thii tvper-speciol value for Valentine*! Day. An "incline" tray and the
Keepsafe lock ore included, oi well ai choice of plaque or moth policy.

$19.50

GREGORY’S
TEL. 294
416 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.

“"I

NATION-WIDE GELATINE

Quality that is Unsurpassed

SALADA

MINUTE TAPIOCA .

.

ASSORTED
FLAVORS

4

2

.

PKGS

PKGS

,7c
25c

STOKELY—HALVES or SLICED

QUAKER OATS

PEACHES

.

2 CAN
c ZS,9c

(QUICK or SLOV/)

2

LrAKG?

37c

NATION-WIDE

DOLE'S—CRUSHED

PINEAPPLE

SERVICE

NO 2
CAN

GROCERS

Indian Relics

TALK OF THE TOWN

“Make Me A Boy Again, Just For Tonight”
Feb 7-Ash Wednesday.
Feb 7 Rockport Annual birthday
party at Methodist Church
Feb 8-Thomaston Pythian Centen
nial celebration at Watts hall
Peb 8— Benefit dance and beano for
the Madeline <V Flora families, at the
Community Building
Feb 814 - Boy Scouts of America
celebrate 13th anniversary.
Feb 9—1 Basketball 1 Thomaston High
School vs Rockland High School at
Community Building
Feb 9-10 Camden State session of
HI-Y Clubs at Baptist Church.
Feb 12—Thomaston Knox County
Circuit Rally of Epworth Leagues at
Congregational vestry.
Feb 12—Klwanis Charter and Ladles'
Hight at Hotel Rockland
Feb 18 Warren -Seth Parker night
at Baptist Church
Feb 14—Telephone tea by Knox Hos
pital Auxiliary
Feb. IS Monthly meeting of Baptist
Men's League
Peb. 15-16—Junior class play. "Pro
fessor, How Could You ”
Feb
15-16—Rockland High School
Kippy Karnlval
Feb 16-18—Camden—Outing Club's
annual winter carnival at the Snow
Bowl.
Feb 24 Warren—High School Min
strel Show
March 26—Klwanis Charity Ball at
Community Building
April 4 (10 a m.) Republican State
Convention ln City hall Portland.
April 4 112 m )—Second District Reuhllcan Convention ln City hall, Tortmd.

S

Sam Savitt Is visiting the New
York markets in the interest of Cut
ler's.

A drill of the initiatory degree will
be held Monday night directly after
the Odd Fellows meeting.
Blue Sonoco surveyors were busy
on the corporation's new property
corner of Talbot avenue and Main
street yesterday.

The final in a series of card par
ties will be given Tuesday afternoon
in Odd Fellows hall. Mrs. Helen
Paladino is hostess.
The annual meeting of the Civil
War Memorial Association will be
held in Orand Army hall tonight.
The re-election of Col. I. Leslie Cross
as president is foremost, f

Tiie speaker at Wednesday's meet
ing of the Lions Club will be Dis
trict Oovemor Arthur Hinitun of
Portland. An advisory council meet
ing will be held, the secretary and
president of each Lions club in this
zone attending.
There will bc things floing Feb.
14 with Rockland Encampment.
There will be 11 candidates, tiie
grand officti.- will be present and
there will special gmsts tarn dam-

den, Warrfn and Waldoboro. Me
gunticook Lodge of Camden will
work the Ooiden Rule degree.
U.S.C.G. Travis put in a busy
morning yesterday in Lermond's
Cove, cutting the heavy ice to free
schooner William Jewell, tied up at
Bicknell s Wharf. While she was
about it the Travis cut a wide
swath to Perry s Wharf where the
Jewell is to load coal for Vinalha
ven. replacing in that service the
ill-fated schooner Emma, lost re
cently on the Inner Bay Ledges.
The cove was practically cleared of
ice when the falling tide forced the
Travis to abandon the effort. It is
expected the Jewell will bc hauled
over to Perry's Wharf easily on
this morning's tide as the Travis
is completely freeing the cove from
ice. not only releasing the Jewell
but several smaller boats which were
in danger of serious damage from
ice pressure. Capt. John O. Snow
is acting as pilot.
,
Public beano at G A R. hall Wed
nesday afternoon at 2 p. m. Feb. 7.
—adv.
jt

BEANO
LEGION HALL
ADMISSION 25 CENTS

PILLSBURY’S PANCAKES ANO
('OFFER
FOR A SMALL CHARGE
16-lt

DANCING

Every Wed.
AT

GLEN
COVE
Music By

HAL’S RHYTHMAIRES
DOOR PRIZE

97Ttf

BURPEE’S
FUNERAL HOME
Ambulance Service
TELEPHONES
781-1 or 781-U

118-118 LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
110-tf

A Jewish Appeal

Schwartz assumed the post with
the Joint Distribution Committee in

Riutta’s Imposing List

N. Schwartz of Baltimore. Dr.
Schwartz received the degree of
A State of M^n? Conference in!Doclor of Philosophy at Yale in
. , . ,
...... . , ! 1927 and taught at the American
the intrest of the (United Jewish I
,
„
'University in Cairo. Egypt, for a
Appeal for Refugees and Overseas number of years. He is an eloquent
Needs will take place in the city of forceful speaker and the author of
Portland next Sunday afternoon at many important works on Semitics.

Next Sunday

Funds collected by local Finnish
At the Public Library tliis week
is an exhibit of Indian relics col people before the present Hoover ef
fort are to be listed in these columns.
lected and loaned by Miss Agnes
A splendid piece of work was done,
Richardson who is wintering in
assuring Knox County of a fine rec
Camden.
Miss Richardson says:
ord in a most worthwhile endeavor.
The hobby of collecting Indian
• • • •
the Jewish Community Centre, 341
Relics is one that is fast gaining Previously acknowledged
11 IftH 95 1
w
!
Cumberland
avenue. Leaders from
in popularity." She started her col- j
Union S. S. Osasto................... 50.00 all parts of Maine will gather to
lection three years ago, finding
practically all thc relics within 500 A. Riutta ................................ 10 00 discuss the grave problems confront- , MAINE'S LITTLE RADIO CITY
TEL. WALDOBORO 100
yards of the Sebocmook House, a Wm. Anttlla.............................. 500 | ing world Jewry during the present
summer resort located nt the head Herbert A. Hawes.........
3.00 war situations, and formulate meaSHOW TIMES Matinees:
Saturday 2.30. Sunday 3.00. Every
of Moosehead Lake. The relics F. Rinne ................................... 2.0C sures for overseas aid. refugee reevening at 8 00
were found upon the shore, being E. Junkala ......................... -.... 2.00 Ref and alleviation of suffering oi
washed up. by the waves, from thc , Nestori Mikkola
2.00 the hundreds of thousands of refuTUES. WED., FEB. 6-7
Indian graves. Tlie graves are now ' Mrs. Ida Niemi......................... 2.00 gees stranded ln war-torn Europe;
By special arrangement
under water as the shore line of Jonas Hirvela .......................... 3.00 for resettlement and reconstruction
One ot the moat discussed films
ever produced
the lake has been raised by the Wm. Hill ................................... 2.00 work in Palestine; and for the lnHEDY LAMARR
dams at the East and West Outlet. Frimont C. Jones . ................... 2.00 tegratlon and adjustment of refuin
A perhaps darlng—yet beautifully
After a storm Miss Richardson Erland Juura............................ 1.00 gees coming to the United States.
photographed and liupirlng Aim an
found her best article, a rare knife, Ella Webel ................................ 1.00
Among the speakers will bc iDr.
International prize-winning motion
picture
which was left on the sands. An H. D. Post................................. 1.00 Joseph Schwartz of New York na“ECSTASY”
other day after unsuccessfully hunt- W. F. Calderwood......... ........... 100 tional secretary of the American
, .
v. u ln& *he shore line, she took a short Alton J. Cargill........................ 1.00 Jewish Distribution Committee; and
"There Is no attempt at sensa
This guy Ponce de Leon had noth about their own private 100" safe one of. his
several interesting hob. . . x
,
tionalism
.
The scenes arc de
bies.
The
lawn
is
not
even,
so
the
ba*k ?° the hoUl by cross,n« Albert and Mandi Tanunl...... LOO Walter Bieringer, New England
signed with true artistic integrity
ing ooi a well known Rockland man skating park, an oval 75 by 50 feet.
Malcolm
Hannan
.....................
1.00
chairman
of
the
National
Refugee
and
restraint
'
—
"Esquire"
Magazine
th?
She says' “T
The man with the vision to create lower end of the area is built up
when it comes to finding the foun
Wilson
Mirriam
.......................
1.00
service.
"Ecstasy ts s tragedy . . deserving
by
degrees,
to
level
with
some
nine
r
p
’
J
ed
and
fcl1
PJght
,n
front
of
this joyous home neighborhood
serious attention
lavish th Its
tain of youth. If you doubt that go
Augustus Lermond ................. 1.00
They will point to the unfortuloutspoken qualltlesl but of un
playground is generally there wheel inches of solid ire and Uie surface me *ay a perfwt arrow head
up Grove street almost any after ing around on his own silver skates is frozen over twice weekly for wonder«'d since how it missed bf- Alex Wallenlus ......................... 1.00 nate and tragic plight of Jewish deniable artistic merit . . "—San
Francisco Bulletin
A. F. Burns............................... 1.00 communities in Germany and Ponoon when the air is crisp and the and giving tlie tiny tots the first smoothness. In the picture above,lng broken by the horses hoofs."
ECSTASY -called a "study tn
stark human emotlona” by W A
skating good. There to the east'ard rudiments of the art which they ‘A. C." is caught with a group ol One large knife she found in four P. S. Mirian.............................. 1.00 land, as a result of the present war.
Whitney ln the Washington Post
of tlie big yellow house you will learn with amazing rapidity. It is his proteges and when the action dlfferenl 1>arts duriR« the course °f A. Ran ...._................................. 1.00 and will emphasize the necessity of
has not been ruled objectionable or
Immoral by leading critics, tout due
see a jolly group of youthful skat A. C. MeLoon of course and creat starts the problem is to determine the 5Unlmcr Now “ is «lued to- Charles O. Erickson ............... 1.00 immediate relief in order to save
to its profound symbols and the
difficulty to be found In clearly un
I5ether and ,nakes a Perfect knife L. F. Barker ............................ 1.00 them from destruction and exterers, 5 to 12 years old. gaily scooting ing and maintaining this oval is which is the youngest.
derstanding the artistry involved
___________
specimen is marked and has Dr. I. P. Tuttle............. ........... 1.00 mlnatlon.
the film Is recommended particularly
Dr. Schwartz is one of the most for adults
ELMER E. RACKLIFF
• 8 StOry a11 itS oWn 7110 hobby of Herbert Merrifield ------------- 1.00
A stated conclave of Claremont
ECSTASY, when first released in
____
collecting Indian relics must be an Herberd Grinnell............... ...... 100 outstanding personalities in AmeriCommandery was held last night
America, ran for a 'matter of months
F.
W.
Gorden
and
Son
R.
E.
O.
Tlie
death
of
Elmer
Ellsworth
interesting
one.
at
Boston's Fine Arts Theatre
100
can
Jewish
life.
The
former
presi

with tlie new officers in charge.
which occurred Jan._27 at Come in and sce the disPla>'- R B M. Clark .............................. 1.00 dent and vice president of the NaRockland’s New Pastor Or-Rackliff,
______________________
1.00 tional Conference of Jewish Social
Special .Matinees Both Days 2.30
Karl M. Leighton is receiving the
dained In Ireland; Studied,the home of his daughter Mrs. David pfb
' ,he llbr " 1111 Saluic,a- H. W. Thompson _________
Evenings at 8.00 o'clock
Isidore Poust___ __ -............. 1.00 welfare, and the executive director
glad hand upon return to his jewel
Mann marks the passing of one of
_____________ James Calderwood................... 1.00
ChUdren
under 14 not admitted un
At
Boston
College
of the Brooklyn Federation of Jew
ry store following surgical treat
less accompanied by adults
the best known and best liked men welcoming smile, and his friendship Mrs. V. M. Hannan _............. 1.00 ish Charities. Dr. Schwartz is con
ment at Knox Hospital.
This rule ls made because It Ls
Concerning the recent Catholic
Herman Wirta ............
1.00 sidered an authority on all phases highly doubtful If children under
in that section of Knox County. He was greatly to be desired.
14 could understand the him
1 00 Of Jewish life, including Zionism and
Battery E and the Waldoboro Lo pastoral clianges announced in Sat had been in ill health for several His wife (Minnie Slieai died 39 E. H. Whitney__________
1.00 Palestine. With thc growth of thc
cals are meeting at the Spring street urday's issue of this paper, a Belfast years, being confined to his bed
TIIUKS.-FRL. FEB. 8-9
ago' leavln« 8 family of nine Solomon David and family
problem
abroad.
Dr.
Armory tonight. It is the rubber despatch says:
the last eight weeks. During that ch*1,dren a11 of whom are slU1 llvln« Charles Kigel -------------------- 1.00 refugee
Tire famous magic touch of
James F. Savage, pastor of (
game of their series and the sparks oi."Rev.
ERNEST LUBITSCH
Rackliff. Rockland; Mrs. Lela A. Haskell .................. .... 1.00
St. TTancxs
Francis oi
of assisi
Assisi vatnonc
Catholic timc
time he
he ha<i
had lhc
the loving
lot ing care
care of
of his
his A
100 Oriana Hilton ............ .................... 25 creates once again a charming, ro
will fly. Public admitted free.
Church, with St. Mary of the Isles at flve daughters, who so arranged ^'on
mantic fllm comedy
as delight
1 00 Walter Feyler ............. ...............
Mrs. Philip Ware, Spruce Head; Irving Rich ...........................
J25
ful a film as thr season has seen
Dark Harbor as a summer mission, 1 'heir vigil that the patient was
Geo. E. Robbins ....................... 100
He presents a most capable cast
LOO G. M. Farris................ .................... 25
Among local hairdressers who at
has been transferred to St. Bernard'slnever left unattended and it was a Mrs. David Mann. Ash Point; Mrs. W. J. Robbins .......................
headed Wy
LOO H. L. Moore ..........
tended the Boston Hair Show were
William
Callow,
Medfield,
Mass.;
25
MARGARET SULLAVAN
Catholic Church in Rockland, which1 sreal source of comfort to him in
1.00 N. E. Calderwood ....... .............
Misses Ruth Staples, Norma Munro
Ralph Rackliff. South Thomaston;
26
JAMES STEWART
parish includes missions in Camden J his final hours.
M. A. Lucas...................„.....
1 00 John H. Friiinan ....... ................26
of Al's Hairdressing Salon and Miss
Mr.
Rackliff
was
born
in
South
’
Mrs
Randa11
°y«.
Ash
Point;
Ray

in
and Thomaston.
Lela Creighton .....................
ICO
Margaret Marriott of MaBelle
25
"Father Savage has been in Belfast1 Thomaston, May 31, 1852. son of mond Rackliff. Spruce Head; and C. H. Smith_______________ 100 Karl Moodv ................
“
THE
SHOP
AROUND
Beauty Shoppe.
1.00 Friend .........................
25
for the past 14 years, and during: Cyrus and Emily (Foster) Rackliff Mrs. Lawson Small. Ash Point.
J.
W
Williams
.....................
100
THE CORNER”
Mrs. Roy Hall ............ .................... 16
that time many improvements have In later years he had been a resi There are also nine grandchildren
F. A. Winslow addresses Waldo
LOO
Supporting roles admirably
been made in the church and the dent of North Main street for some and one great-grandchild.
County Pomona Grange in the town
played by
1.00
Total .........................
*1.361.25
rectory, both having been complete time, but most of his life was spent Also surviving are two sisters, Mrs
Frank Morgan. Joseph Schild
of Waldo this afternoon, and Sat
Nellie Waterman, of South Thom A. C. Heald................................ 1.00
ly renovated and decorated. Father in the town of his birth.
kraut, Sara Haden. William
urday afternoon will speak before
W. E. Burgess _____________ 1.00
Savage has many friends through
Tracy, Inez Courtney
He gained his livelihood from the aston and Mrs. Herbert Richardson
Limerock Valley Pomona Orange in
‘
A
VISIT
TO
TWO
FAIRS
’
sea in the capacity of a weirman. °! ^land^
brothers Chester Daniel Collins .......................... 1.00
out the community.
"For
smooth and uninterrupted
South Thomaston.
pleasure
few pictures can equal
UNIVERSALIST VESTBY
"He was ordained in Dublin, Ire His weirs were located at Water- “ackl'ff of NeW Hav<,n and Archie C. B. Tolman............................. 100
"The
Shop
Arourtd thc Corner"—N
FRIDAY. FEB. 9—AT 7.30
land. and came to this country ln mans Beach and yielded successful RaddUr of 6outh Thomaston; and W. A. Moody______________ 100
Y Post
A radio broadcast last night
Earl
Hannan
.............................
1
00
Colored
motion
pictures
by
Wilbur
1914 He then studied at Boston Col receipts. He was compelled to re an adopted brother. Clifford Rack
"You will alias it at your own
brought word that the Public Utili lege.
Herbert M. Bowes ................. 100 F. Senter. Silver collection. Benefit risk."—N. Y. World-Telegram.
liff of Rockport.
linquish active participation in thc
Rockland
Garden
Club.
15-17
ties Commission had dismissed the
“Rev. Charles I. Brown of St.
Funeral services were held at the Oeorge E. Fossett..................... 1.00
application of the Camden & Rock Gabriel's. Winterport, will take work when he fell and broke one
home
of Mrs. Lavon Godfrey, Belle Kennlston ............. ......... 1.001
land Water Company for penmssion Father Savage's place. Rev. Eugene of his shoulders, but he did not re
Watermans
Beach, Rev. Charles A , R. E. Thurston......................... l.ooi
to increase its hydrant rental rates. (McEnery, who has been in Rockland tire from the business until a few
C. O. Borgerson ....................... 1.00'
Marstaller
of
Rockland officiating.
years ago.
......... '...... 1.00'
thc past few weeks, will bc trans
Very comforting to the family was Ronald R. Messer
Attention is respectfully called
ferred to Winterport. The changes He was formerly a member of the the large array of floral offerings. Frank L. Davis......................... l.oo'
to the advertisement of Lucien K.
Grange and Knights of Pythias but
Mansfield Robinson ............... LOO I
become effective Friday.”
Green & Son on page one of this
in later years his interest was vest- The bearers were Lavon Godfrey. C. E. Foster ____ __________
l.OO
Phil Ware, David Mann, and Lawnewspaper. It is something de
Representative Cleveland Sleeper, ed ’holly iu a family which idolMrs. Jessie Craucer________
1.00 ,
son
Small.
The
interment
was
in
cidedly out of the ordinary, product Jr„ was last night elected by the *zed him. For everybody he had a
the South Thomaston family lot. Jones Lumber Co...................... 1.00 i
of The Courier-Gazettes own plant. City Government as a member of the--------—Merle Sidelinger....................... LOO
board of trustees of the Rockland j Tlie Annual Meeting of the Main?
1 Levi R. Bucklin ......................... 1.00,
Belfast Journal: Charles R.
Many blinded Japanese soldijrs
Public Library. He will fill out thc Society S.A.R. is to be held at Hotel
Ralph Williams ............ ......
.80
in the prices of many of our huge stock of
Coombs will observe in February his
are taught typewriting.
unexpired term of the late Rev. Fr. Columbia Portland, Feb. 22, The (
I E. Farvell_____________ _______75
58th anniversary in conducting thc
James A. Flynn, ending in 1941.
( business meeting cames at 4 p m
Roland Miller................................. 50
Coombs' undertaking business at 72
------Thc banquet will start at 6.30 p. m.
John
Cunningham ........................ 50
Main street in Belfast. This ranks
Try STAN HALL’S
Principal and Mrs. Milton W. The gUest speaker cf the occasion
Carl Cunningham ...........................50
him tiie oldest business man in his Weymouth of Alfred, have received wln he <>3] Charles B Meyer, coin
Miles Jones ............. ........................50
home city and one of the oldest in word from Manila, P. I. of the pro- manding the First Military Area,
W. E. Dornan .................................. 50
the State. In his early life he was motion of their son, Milton W. Wey- Wjth headquarters in Portland, who
Everett Storer...................... .
.50
associated with his father, Robert mouth, Jr., to engineer of Number WiU £peak on -what We Had, Wliat
Nellie
Dickey
..................................
50
H. Coombs, and in recent years with 1 Barge of thc Asiatic Submarine We Have wha( w„ Need •• colonel
ASHES
RUBBISH
Rosa C. Stewart .............................. 50
his only son, Horare M. Coombs. Squadron Five. Flying the insignia Meyer is of thc regular army, U.S.A,
Prompt, Dependable Service
This is a REAL Buying Opportunity
Virginia McElwec .......................... 50
Both arc popular and have many of the Squadron on her bow, tlie
Reasonable Charges
and has been an officer over 30
Frank B. Watts............ ................... 50
friends in their home city and the barge is junior only to tiie 4 Star
Included in this great Opportunity Sale are the
Tcl. 311, or call at
years.
Chester Butler .................. ............. 50
surrounding towns. They will hold Barge of tlie US.S. Augusta, and
famous BIGELOW STAIR CARPETS
Hall’s Gas Station
Wilbur P. Stratton .........................50
an informal reoeption at their new- I the 16Ui Naval District Barge,
Public beano at G A R. hall Fri Corner Main and Winter Streets Friend ........ ..................................... 50
ly renovated and decorated building,
16* it
day evening at 7.30 Feb. 9.—adv. it
W. A. Bessey....................................50
which is most modem and attracAt a meeting last night of Jhe
BUY NOW
*!Vc and will be furnished and Huntley-Hill Post VF.W. Comrade
Mrs. R. Austin ....................... .
.50
equipped with the latest in thc mar A. J. Brickley was unamiously elec
Edna McKinley .............................. 50
ket.
Evelyn Danforth ............................ 50
ted as vice commander a position
DON’T WAIT!
FOOT STRAIN Friend ............................ ...... . 50
made vacant by the recent death
BORN
Mary Wallace ...................................
of Comrade Commander John A.
Kononcn At Keene. N H . Feb. 5, to Ouistin. Mr. Brickley brings his ex
A. E. Stewart and Son.................. 50
Mr and Mrs. Relno Kononen (Qudrun
G. F. Payson................................... 50
Heistad I a daughter.
perience with thc Massachusetts de
Trott—At Rockland. Feb. 4 to Mr.
BODY STRAIN! Friend ......... ................................... ..
partment where he served in various
and Mrs John W Trott. a daughter
Kline—At Stonington. Jan. 30. to Mr capacities being interested soley in
31S-319 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME.
W. E. Blake..................................... 50
and Mrs George H L Kllue, a daughter
C. S. Ripley..................................... 50
Snow At Knox Hospital. Feb 4, to the welfare of all veterans. Mr.
s
* Lack of support and balN. B. CASH OR EASY TERMS AS DESIREII
Mr. and Mrs M L. Snow ol North
L. W. Berry...................... ............... 50
Brickley served overseas with 101st
ance un der your ARCHES
Haven, a son Bradley Hayes
Casle .................................................
infantry' 36tli Division for 16 months.
|
can mean. STRAIN all the
DIED
Alma Jamison..................................50
He was immediately installed by
,
way up to your BACK Vital
Peaslee—At Vinalhaven. Teb 4. Ouy Past Department Commander Ham
Emma Kaliock.................................50
C. Peaslee
I weight - bearing centers of
Boynton Oil and Motor Co..... ' .50
Munsey—At Warren. Feb 4. John C lin.
&
your body are thrown out of
Munsey, aged 84 years. 7 months. 16
Nat Emey........................................ 5c
days. Funeral Wednesday at 2 o'clock
B balance and into POSTURfrom Congregational Church. Warren.
C. E. Murlh...................................... 50
Reductions
of
from
'i
to
1-3
in
Interment In Newcombe cemetery.
AL FATIGUE.
Ermina Russell ................................ 50
Wheeler—At Camden, Feb. 3, Horace the price of floor covering remnants
N. Wheeler, aged 74 years
Funeral
V. A. Rokes ...................................... 50
are
in
effect
at
this
moment
at
Tuesday at 2 o'clock Irom residence.
* H E A L T H SPOT
Rider At Edgewood. R I , Feb 4 Her Stonington Furniture Co., Rockland.
Charles W. Wilson...........................50
SHOES
have
been
SCIbert B Rider, aged 55 years. 2 months,
Mrs. S. F. Haskell ...........................50
24 days Fun rela Wednesday 2 p. m. Limited supply. Act quickly. Special
ENTIFICALLY designed
Burial In Providence.
Flora
Chapman .......................
.50
discounts
also
in
effect
on
Bigelow.
Austin At Washington. Jan 6. Al
Tl to BALANCE and SUPgernon Austin, aged 80 years, 4 months. Sanford rugs and Bigelow stair car
Flora Blackington ........... .’.............. 50
I PORT your feet - thus
Avis Saunders ...........................
50
peting—adv.
CARD OF THANKS
insuring BODY BAL
Wilbur Spear .........................
.50
Wash-fill ovrrhraling anil underheating are
Tlie family cf the late Elmer E Rack
ANCE and CORRECT
ltff take thrta method of expresalng thelr
Mary Creamer...........................
.50
eliminated when you burn D&II Anlhraeileprofound gratitude to all who have
POSTURE.
been ao kind to us In our bereavement;
Benjamin L. Davis .................
50
a hard eoal that ran he regulated to keep your
to those who sent the lovely flowers
C. H. Young.................................... 50
and furnished cars for the funeral
home heated in atep with lhe outdoor tempera
* Few women re a I ive
The sympathy ol many friends was
S. D. Robinson ................................50
CDnTvB
their shoes cause
comforting.
.
•
ture. And, because it ia elean, pure eoal—there
J. ,D. Mathews ................................50
UIJH
aches
and
pains
all
over
18 more heal in every Ion of DA II Anthracite.
CARD OF THANKS
I. W. Teague .................................. 50
lheir bodies.
We wish to thank all those who so
Mrs. Charles Robinson ................. 50
kindly assisted during the recent fire
at our home; also the Vlnalhaven Fire
O. A. Copeland ................................ 50
CALL 487
Co. for thelr quick response
Mrs. Dillaway .................................. 35
♦
Mr. and Mrs. Langtry C. Smith
Vlnalhaven.
Friend .............................................. 45
Ambulance Service
Arthur M. Chute .............................35
CARD OF THANKS
McLAIN SHOE STORE
H. V. Leach..............................
.35
519 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
I wish to thank the officers of Knox
Hospital stair and nurses for their
432 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME
Josephine
Bessey
............................
36
RUSSELL
courteous care and many kindnesses
to me during my Illness, especially Dr.i.
Mrs. O. F. Daniels.......................... 30
FUNERAL HOME
Fogg and Brown
I am also deeply ap
E. E. Jameson .................................. 30 THE FAVORITE PENN8YLVINI* HAID SOIL
preciative of thc many (friends who re
9 CLAREMONT ST.
TEL. 683
membered me
with cards, flowers,
ROCKJLAND*
Ernest Smith............................
GUARD YOUR FOOT
4N .HCALTH SPOT SHOCS
candy, etc., all of which brought, cheer
W-tt
I to nr, «l«i: room
R P Benner
.
.25
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Catholic Changes
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REDUCTIONS
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SERVICE
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Gave To Cause

A Notable Collection Is On Local Finnish People Have Conference In Behalf Of 1939.
A son of the late Rabbi Abraham
Refugees In Portland
Exhibition At the Public
Worked Very Hard—A.

Library
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CHAPTER IX

June, to her own astonishment,
wept for Grandpa Bowdon as she
had not wept for her mother. His
going touched her deeply; and she
went to her room and stayed there
for a while alone.
Then Asa
knocked at her door, and when she
opened, he knew how to comfort
her.
"He was ready to go, June," he
said. “Don't feel badly. And—it
was just like snapping a string. No
hurt, no pain.”
And he bade her come downstairs.
"The old folks need you," he urged.
"Vou and Rab and I, we’ve got to
carry them over the hump, you
know.”
She wished suddenly, desperately,
to see Clint, to be with him now;
but since she could not, she smiled
at Asa. and dried her tears, and
went down with him, her head high
and steady. Through the rest of that
afternoon and evening, she carried
her share of the burden here . . .
The appointed hour was not yet
come next morning, when June
slipped away to the woods to meet
Clint; but he would have seen the
report of Mr. Bowdon's death, would
know she needed him.
When she came through the sunlit
woods, up the path to the cabin on
j the knoll, he was there as she ex
pected. He saw her approaching and
was swift to meet her.
June stood still as he drew near,
and she was trembling and shaken, j
He came toward her, his hands out'
stretched; and without knowing
how, or caring, she was in his arms
—and happy there.
"I shouldn't have stayed with you.
yesterday,” she said, after a long
time, "I might have seen him
again, if I'd come home,”
He urged: "Juny, June, you
, couldn't have helped. And you liked
being with me, were happy. That's
what he'd have wanted for you.”
“I never was really afraid be
fore,” she whispered. “Not for my- j
self. But I am now, Clint. Oh, I
am now. Afraid for me and you.”
"I’m going to take you away,” he
cried. "Away from all this here!"
I "You can't,” she protested.
"Grandpa and Grandma Hurder—
they just have to have me there.”
Yet she agreed by and by to meet
him that night, after the others
should all be abed.

wet with the increasing rain; he
crossed to where Aunt Evie stood
by the stove and embraced her.
“ 'Night, Mother," he said. "I’ll be
back by noon tomorrow.”
"The funeral is at four,” she told
him evenly.
"I know,” he assented. "ITl be
here.” He grinned at June. "Good
night, kid.”
Aunt Evie poured the milk into
two glasses, and June went with
her into the other room.
The girl was full of a great ten
derness for these old folk. Under
Aunt Evie’s calm insistence they
sipped their milk obediently; they
do'wn to^feVhkrchiMr^s’ide !

WALDOBORO
MRS. LOUISE MTIIJCB
A

Correspondent
ftftftft
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Mrs. W C. Verge of Melrose High
lands. Mass., was recent guest of her
sister. Mrs. H. P Mason, Medomak
Terrace
Mrs Bessie Benner will entertain
the Susannah Wesley Society Thurs 1
day afternoon.
Rev. and Mrs.C Vaughn Overman
of Rockport were visitors in town
Monday.
Mrs. Nellie Hitchcock Is visiting
relatives in Wakefield, Mass.
Dr Barbara Hunt and William
Hunt have been recent guests at
the Sanborn home.
!
Good Luck Rebekah Lodge w'll
meet Tuesday night in Odd Fellows
hall.
i
Herbert Whitcher of Dutch Neck

the principal address on the mean
ing of Americanism, and the need
for safeguarding the Constitution.
Posts represented were Bath, Boothbay Harbor, Wiscasset. Damariscot
ta. Rockland. Winthrop, Augusta.
Waterville and Waldoboro.
The next meeting of the Council
will be held in Damariscotta.
• • * •

In Second Period
Augusta Pucksters Doom
Rockland’s Chances Of
Winning

High School News
of Mr and Mrs. S P. Haskell en
The second group of one-act plavs tered training at the Cambridge
will be presented by the Dramatics (Mass.) Hospital. School of Nursclub at the H‘gh S^1001 Fridav at 8 . jng today. She was graduated from
o'clock with a social following. Two Warren High School, class of 1939.
comedies, "Johnny Goes Haywire” of which she was salutatorian. She
and "A New Girl In Town." will fea was guest of honor Wednesday at
ture talent from the Sophomore and a surprise farewell party given at
Junior classes respectively. "Johnny the Moore Cottage at South Pond,
Goes Haywire," directed by Miss by Mrs Wilder Moore, assisted by
Burnheimer, has in the cast:
Mrs. Raymond Bomeman. Miss
Mary Miller, Robert Creamer, Mildred Jackson, in behalf of those
Peggy Jameson. Douglas Richards, present, presented to Miss Haskell
Inez Hilton. Elmer Achorn.
the gift of a traveling case. Refresh
Tills cast will take part in "A New ments were served. Present were
qjjj jn Town." directed by Miss Win- Miss Haskell, Miss Jackson, Mrs.
Moore, Mrs. Bomeman. Miss Lois
terson:
Richard Mlller_ Merrill Standish. Bazemore. Mias Marion Wallace.

,h“. B*r»ara Scott. Man Stafford. Vera, Miss

Courier-Gazette Cross-Word Puzzle

Ruby S'^U.^Miss .Muriel

home of Mrs. Cassie Simmons
The Community Garden Club will
meet Friday night. Arnold Davis,
game warden for this^district. will be
guest speaker.
E. Ashley Walter. Jr.. Mrs. Frank
Jackson. Mrs. Edna Turner and
Mrs. Elmer Wentworth attended Po
mona Saturday in East Union.
Miss Geraldine Achorn spent the
weekend with her aunt, Mrs. Cecil
Barter at Fevler’s Comer
• • • •

The Cony High hockey team of
Augusta defeated Rockland High
Friday with a second period scoring
thrust by a 5 to 3 score.
The Rams took the lead in the!
first period on a goal by Bourque
and then came back to score three j
times in the second period to outskate and outpass the locals. Al-1
though Rockland made two scores j
in the second and another in thc
third period it was hardly enough
to match the Capitol City team.
Cony
Rorkland
Howieson, g .................... g. Mazzeo
Perkins, rd ....................... rd, Glover !
Dlls, Id ................. ............. ld. Small!
Bourque, c ........................ c. Lufkin
Glazier, rw........... rw, Buckminster |
Cross, lw ................. ...... lw, Kalloch j
Spares: Cony—Cormier, Shipley,
Lemieux, Dickinson, Don Russell,
Dave Russell, Allan. M. Wing Rock
land—Cote, Lemieux, Howes, Allan.
First period scoring:
Cony—Bourque (unassisted) 1.50. j
Second period scoring:
Cony—Cormier (unassisted, 1.00.j
Rockland—Lufkin (unassisted) 2.00.
Cony—Cross (penalty shot) 12.0C.
Cony—Glover (rebound) 1257.
Third period scoring:
Cony—Ellis (Cormier) 7.00. Rocki land—Kalloch (scrimmage) 10.00.
Referee. French Time, three 15's.

Jameson, and Harold Rines.
French, Miss Madeleine Haskell,
Special interest ls being shown It. Miss Oloria Haskell. Miss Joan
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
the advance sale of tickets since Smith . Mias Evelyn Smith. Miss
8- Lock of hair
46-Greek goddesg of
1-Cleanse
the proceeds will be used toward the'Theresa Huntley, and M.ss Con9- A shade tree
discord
9-Fabrie woven from
48- Number of connected 11- A New Englander
installing of a permanent radio, stance Jenkins,
flax
12- Lax
rooms
The Congregational ^Adies' Circle
10-A color
phonograph and public address sys
14- Approachea
49- To please
12- A tinging bird
will serve public supper Thursday
tem for the auditorium.
50- Becomes obstructed 15- Fosters
13- A monstrous lion
with
this
committee
in
charge.
Mrs
17-Obtains
with sediment
The Dramatics Club's activities cf
(Gr. Myth.)
19-Small representation
52-Bind
15-Pine tree fruits
the year will come to a climax witli P D Starrett. Mrs. Fred Mathews,
of human figure
£3-C*rried
18-lncite
the State one-act play contest in Mrs Michael Hailigan, and Mrs
21- News
54-Runs away and
18-Serfs
March, and the senior class play Ixwel! Moody
22- Gratify to the
marries
20- Coal containers
ln May
| Emily Smith, daughter cf Mr
utmost
56-Magistrates of
21-Corners
25- Affray
1
ancient Rome
23- A card game
The
merit
shield
contest
for
the,
and
Mrs
D*na
Smith,
enjoyed
a
Legionnaires Assemble
26- Endures
58- Thwart
end of the third six weeks is: Room b^hday surprise party on her has been postponed to Feb 21. Miss 24- A compass point
29-Golf mound
59- Reputed birthplace
In council at Star Theatre Sunday(abbr.)
31-Joined
of Apollo
25- Violent Mediter
night were representatives of the 3. 175 points; 4. 175 points; 5. 375 ^hth anniversary. Friday, an event Stella Comery will be hostess.
in which her 28 schoolmates shared,
60- Those skilled In the 35- Nest of an eagle
ranean wind
• • • •
Legion Posts of Lincoln and Saga points; 6. 150 points; 7, 150 points; J
science of govern 36- Sings with a tremor
27- Epoch
at
Malcohn
Corner
School.
The
fes

Martha F. Burgess
dahoc Counties: Department Com 8, 175 points. The eighth grade Is
37- Flfty-three
ment
28- Leased
tivities
began
at
noon,
with
the
Funeral services for Martha F. 30-Most gentle
39- Accu stems
mander Llewellyn W Fortier, of the ahead and will keep the banner anplaying of games, and the singing of Burgess. 94. who died suddenly last
40- Checks
VERTICAL
Legion; Department Auxiliary Vice other six weeks.
32- Nome of Greece
43- Bsglnning
the song "Happy Birthday to you" Tuesday at the home of her daugh
President Irene Metcalf, Wiscas
33- Aseend
The semi-finals of the Junior
44- Horses
1- Eata
set; Council Commander John High Speaking Contest was held In by the school, and lastly the serv ter. Mrs. John Robinson. Rockland, 34- Satin-like material
-'.’-Ceases
2- Taverns
ing of ice cream and cakes, which were held Friday at the Russell 38-Costume
49- A lawmaker
Libby; Department Commander Assembly. Tuesday.
3- Observe
i..1-Etrlng on a stick
had been furnislied by Mrs. Smith funeral home in Rockland. Rev
41- Pronoun
4- Buries
Candidate Paul Julien, Waterville;
A new bench for the Junior High
pJ-Liver secretion
42- Those who practice 5- Part cf the hand
Rocllland. and
Department Vice Commander Har Hobby Club has been made by the and Mrs Ilda Russell, mother and John
,.*5-Greek letter
6- Evcni.ng (Poet.)
egoism
grandmother of Emily. Mrs Flor- Rev wmiam g 8tackhouse cf u,,, |
old Hurley. Boothbay Harbor; Aux N YA students.
j£7-Democratic (abbr.)
7- Arr.ve
45-Snare
ence
Davis,
teacher
in
the
primary
tQwn
cfflcia?ed
The
flowers
wre
iliary Chairman for Child Welfare,
The cheer leaders hope to have school was assisted in serving by:,
------------------------------------------------ • (Answer To Previous Puzzle)
Mrs. Harold Hurley; Active Auxili
many and beautiful, Mrs. Burgess
their uniforms for the next home Mrs Percy Bowley. Mrs. Donald
ary Ccmmitteewoman on Rehabili
having made during her long life,
game.
Mathews, and Mrs Eldwin Gammon. j many friendships that have lasted
tation. Bernice Jackson of Rock
The Art Club has been. enlarged
... ,, Emily received several nice gifts. ' during the years. Among the pieces ; The Warren Woman’s Club
land: Legion District Chairman on
to
include
all
students
who
w
s
Douglas Gray has returned to the were five from Edwin Clapp and
Child Welfare. Frank Metcalfe,
Held Parent Teacher
Wiscasset.
« belong to a hobby club
University of Maine, after spending
toc of
Weymouth. Mass
Program
Capt. Ralph J Pollard delivered
a vacation with his parents. Mr. and the officers and office friends of
Parent-Teacher
Night observed j
OWL’S HEAD
Mrs. Oeorge Gray.
Lewis Burgess, bookkeeper of the
"Darling! You're shaking all
Thursday night at the February
"Friends
of
the
Pour
Winds"
met
Company
for
a
number
of
years
j
over!”
She slipped her arms into the
At the latest meeting of thc Farm
she confessed, sleeves of the coat he held. "He Bureau the subject This Business Priday with Mrs Cornelius Over- The bearers were, Lester Sherman, meeting of the Warren Womans
“I'm excited,
laughing softly. 'I—never did this told me to wear it to catch a young of Managing a Home," was present lock, and Mrs Fred Mathews at the J Gilford Butler, Ralph Wiggin and Club was an interesting occasion |
man!” she confessed, laughing up
home of the former.
Ralph Spear all of Rockland. with 50 members and parents in 1
at him over her shoulder. "He ed by Miss Edna Cobb, home man
Because
Rev
L.
Clark
French
Burial was made at the Newcombe attendance. Speakers were the
agement specialist, of the Extension
knows about you and me.”
teachers of the elementary schools
Miss Esther Dunham, was called today to officiate at a cemetery
Clint chuckled with pleasure. "It Service.
of the town, and the principal and I
Mrs
Burgess
was
a
remarkable
They had supper before dark, in
funeral
in
North
Anson
the
usual
will be my turn to buy pretty things home demonstration agent, was also
faculty members of Warren High
..
..
.
June's kitchen. Rab had stayed
for you soon," he said happily: and present The next meeting will be Sccut meeting will be omitted this woman for her advanced years. Her
.
. , „
,
.
. .
in the High School was the sub
with Grandma Bowdon while Aunt
hearing remained unimpaired, and school. each tn turn Introduced by
her hand tightened on his arm as Feb 14 A card party will be held week
Frank D. Rcwe, superintendent cf Ject enlarged upon by Mias KatherEvie ate her supper; but when his
they went out to the car.
by the Farm Bureau Friday night
In order that an accurate report she rarely used glasses for reading. schools. In order of appearance ine Ccffin, teacher of English and
mother relieved him, he came back,
They drove slowly, Clint clinging
Her
interest
in
affairs
in
her
town
at the Community Library. Mrs. of the financial standing of the
and June served him, and he said
to this hour; and when they came
and among friends was very keen. were the following, Mrs. Florence French. She explained why Eng
approvingly:
in front of the great sprawling house Nellie Reed and Mrs. Margaret new school building may be made in
She lived to help others, and in her Davis of Malcolm Corner school, lish is a subject taught each of the
"You’re carrying a load, June,
at last, he stopped and turned off Margescn will have charge of ar the annua! town report, citizens
who explained her methods of
Good lass. I wish I could give you
the lights, and said urgently:
rangements.
■ may pay their pledges up to Feb. old fashioned way, rarely allowed keeping the smaller children, with four years at High School and that
a hand."
any guest at her home to go away
"Let’s sit here a few minutes. You
in the reading cf literature, a much
Mrs. Cora Winslow has returned 10. the deadline for the report.
“It's a woman’s business,” she
without a gift of some kmd. She thetr long free period, busy. Among
don't have to go right in.”
Benjamin
Starrett
is
treasurer.
from a week's visit in Portland with
told him. "You do more with them,
the
many
constructive
things
these
clearer
picture is given the student
"I must, soon," she urged, yet
enjeyed life to the very end, had
keep them going."
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Winslow
Rev. William 8 Stackhouse will
of life in the past than does the
children
are
doing
is
clay
modeling,
made
no
move
to
leave.
been up and about as usual the day
•Tve got to leave them tonight,
deliver the second in a series of mid
history.
They found no great need of
she was taken, and suddenly. toy knitting, making of toy furni
he confessed. "I'm due in court in
week
services
Wednesday
night
at
Principal Herbert DeVeber, spoke
words.
They
were
snug
in
the
car,
ture,
hobby
horses.
In
conclusion
PORT
CLYDE
Providence in the moming. It’s just
About to retire Tuesday night, she
the
Baptist
Church,
his
subject,
the
windows
raised
against
the
rain.
of
the value of different depart
she
laughingly
told
many
of
the
an appearance, but the judge down
lost consciousness and died before
There was a light in the rear part
Thomas Huse of WaterviEe spent "Finger of Scorn."
ments in the school system as
there is a crank. And I have to
children's
witticisms
in
and
about
a doctor could be summoned.
of the Taine house; and June said, the past week with Maynard
Fred Bucklin, who passed a va
see my client tonight."
school. Miss Shirley Castner. pri- manual training, domestic science.
Mrs. Burgess was a native of
with a ripple of mirth in her tones: Thompson.
When he had finished, he went
cation with his parents, Mr. and
physical education and so on. He
Nobleboro, but was adopted when mary teacher at Hinckley Corner,
"Uncle Justus is still asleep in
home with Uncle Justus; but half
Albert Watts Jr. has returned Mrs. Walter Bucklin, at South Warpointed out the value of lines in
in
her
talk,
stressed
the
value
of
his chair. If no one wakes him up,
a young child by John and Eunice
an hour later he stopped in again.
home
from
Boston,
where
he
has
ren,
returned
Sunday
to
University
sport for a “carry-over," as the
the
week.y
paper,
"My
Weekly
he may sleep there all night.”
June was washing the last dishes.
Vannah Watts cf East Warren.
had employment.
j of Maine.
learning to swim, play tennis, golf,
Reader.
'
in
her
school,
saying
6he
"Father’s gone to sleep in his
"Is that his room?” Clint asked,
She was married to Alexander
Mrs Ada Brennen visited Thurs- j The Ann Hasseltine Guild will
and ether games that can be en
chair,” he told her, smiling. "He'll
surprised.
Burgess of this town and the two believed it was an excellent builder
joyed dtiring all the active years
wake up and put himself to bed
"No, he’s in the kitchen." Her day with Mrs Nelson Gardner in meet Wednesday at 3.30 at the Bapof
reading.
lived together long past their 50th
by and by. I'm going over to say
tone was mirthful. "He likes to Martinsvihe
i tist parsonage.
o f life, instead of track, which soon
“
Hot
Lunches
in
My
School,"
wedding anniversary. Mr. Burgess
good night to Mother and Grand
warm his feet in the oven door."
Mr and Mrs. Ralph Simmons I The Women's Mission Circle will
was nicely interpreted for the au is gone by for most men after col
ma.”
"Who's sitting up over there?" he have returned from a trip to Mas- meet for work Wednesday at the died 13 years ago
dience
by Mrs. Lina Smith, teacher lege. He went on to say that the
June nodded, intent upon the before, and I’ve got a new dress asked, nodding in the other direc
She leaves a sister, Mrs. Jane
sachusetU.
Montgomery
rooms.
The
program
1
of
the
Highlands Rural school. students are getting comradeship,
dishes, intent upon her own on." He kissed her again, and she tion.
Mr. and Mrs. Sydney Davis visit- will include facts of interest about Nash of Somerville, Mass., one son, Pupils begin at 11.45 to start their discipline, reputations and recom
thoughts. It was half after seven. confessed: "And I thought of the
“Aunt Evie and Asa are staying
Lewis H Burgess of North Wey
the territory in Vanga, Belgian
mendations in their school associa
Clint had said he would be waiting, night Mother died. It rained then with Grandma Bowdon," she ex e din Montville recently.
mouth, Mass., a daughter, Mrs. hot lunch at that school and fol
Rev
Benjamin
White
began
the
a little distance down the road, at too, remember. So I was scared.” plained. "Rab had to go to Prov
Congo, served by the missionary,
tions. He believed that any sub
low
a
regular
routine
in
getting
it
eight; but she had no hope of com
“Not scared now,” he urged, and idence.”
pastorate of the Advent Christian Louis Brown. White Cross work John Robinson of this place and prepared She spoke of reading of ject sincerely taught by a teacher
one grandson, Stuart C Burgess of
ing to him so soon. Grandpa and held her close.
They felt, rather than heard, a Church Sunday.
will also be included. Supper will
a school where the individual fam- has its value.
Grandma Hurder were in the sit
"Never with you," she promised low rumble of sound; and Clint said: J
Rockland.
! ily makes soups, put them in
be served at 6.
Frank D Rcwe, in closing, point
ting-room; and once she looked in him.
"Hullo, that was thunder. I didn't
Mrs. Burgess was a member of the
Finland
in
peace
and
war,
its
na

Rev.
William
Stackhouse
will
be
ed
out the cost of adding manual
marked
glass
Jars
for
heating
in^
on them. They had not heard her
So presently he put the car in ' see a flash.”
E A. Starrett Auxiliary. S. U. V.
approach; and Grandpa Hurder was motion, allowing it to coast silently
"I did, out of the corner of my J tional characteristics and the events speaker Wednesday night at the and had attended the United Bap- water at the school, thus the indi- training, domestic, typing, and
just leaning over to pat Grandma's down the hill. Another car overtook eye," she told him. "Off through leading up to Russia's aggression is Men's Porum, his subject, The Ox
, vidual child, who perhaps might agricultural courses to the high
hand where it lay on the arm of the them from behind and passed at the woods that way." She pointed presented in March of Time's latest ford Group, History andl Beliefs." j tLst Church regularly.
I dislike one thing may have what school. The latter is the less in
Among those Lrom out of town
chair; June watched and her throat speed. Clint, warned by its head past the houses; and she said, and issue, "The Republic of Finland."
The meeting of the Contract Club
cost, the State and Federal govern
who attended the funeral services he or she does like for lunch. That
swelled with tears unshed. And then lights, swerved to give it room; and he heard her voice shake: "We had
ment assisting in the expense. Rev.
hot
lunch
added
to
the
zest
of
the
. Asa came in. "Any water hot, after it was gone he turned on his a thunder-shower the night Mother
were Mr wnd Mrs. Lewis Burgess
Clark French also spoke briefly.
child
for
the
afternoon's
work
was
June’” he asked. ‘Tve got to have own lights again and went more died. A terrible one. And she add
of North Weymouth, Mass., Edward
Adding a great deal to the pro
a cup of tea." He sat down while she swiftly.
ed:
Burgess of Union, Mr. and Mrs. plainly set forth by Mrs. Smith.
Neither Clint nor June would re-1
gram of the evening were the piano
put the kettle on the stove, talked
"Uncle Justus has turned out his
Mrs.
Ethel
Griffin,
teacher
at
the
■ Charles Kaler of Waldcboro, Mr.
to her casually till it boiled. She member, afterward, much about the light. The thunder must have wak
j Intermediate school spoke of the selections by Miss Ccffin, and the
McCallum of Belfast, Mrs. Sadie
found a tea-ball, and he brought a motion-picture they saw that eve ened him.” Clint saw that the Taine
vocal duet selections by Mr. De
John Burgess and Mr. and Mrs. i difficulties of 75 children on a small
.milk-bottle half empty from the ice- ning. In the dim obscurity of the house was indeed dark now; and
Veber and Mr. Comee. with Miss
play
ground,
and
of
the
kindness
of
‘chest, and poured a little milk into theater, their eyes were much more then June cried, a sudden tension
and Mrs. Sheibourn Kalloch, Miss
Coffin,
their accompanist.
|
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Willis
Vinal
in
I the cup.
often turned toward each other than in ner tones: "Clint, look!”
Mary Wyllie, Miss Frances Spear,
I, It was voted at the short busi
permitting
the
children
to
use
part
"There isn’t any cream,” she toward the screen. And after a
“What?" he asked, surprised; and
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Starrett and
time Clint whispered: “Are you lik-' he stared past her.
i said. "I’m sorry.”
of the Held in the rear of the build ness meeting to permit Mrs. Willis
Mrs. Angeline Greenough.
“Milk’s all right if you use enough Ing this? I think it's dull.”
There was a faint brightness, in the
ing for coasting. She also told of Vinal the use of the hall for or
of it,” he assured her, smiling in
establishing organized noon times chestral rehearsals as are neces
She smiled at him. "I don't think shape of a rectangle, against the
I that dry way he had. "That’s the it's dull,” she said. "You see, it's front of the Hurder house. The
PLEASANT POINT
in her school room, and of the boys' sary.
I way with most things, June. Too almost the first one I ever saw.”
brightness assumed color; and Clint
A surprise party was held Wed
safety patrol organization for
; little’s starvation; too much is as
reached across the girl te lower the !
nesday night at the home of Mr. ! safety in crossing the street.
"You’ll see lots more with me,”
bad. But enough's all right.” He
window so that he might see more j
and Mrs. James Seavey to celebrate
drank in little sips, watching her. he promised. "This is a bum one, clearly. That rectangle identified it
Miss Evelyn Sawyer, principal of
the birthdays of Mrs. Seavey and the grammar grades, pointed out
"You’re like a rosebud, swelling as really.” And he urged: "Let’s starl self as the open front door of the
VINALHAVEN AND
home.
We
can
drive
slowly
and
—
Mrs. Lufkin. Mrs. Seavey s being advantages of departmental teach
it gets ready to bloom.”
house, outlined in red.
be together without so many people
ROCKLAND
And suddenly this dull red became [
And he declared: "Hey, you’re
Jan. 30 and Mrs. Lufkin's Jan. 31. ing for the grammar grades, and
round. Unless you want to see the bright; they saw the flicker of a '
blushing, child. High time you
STEAMBOAT
CO.
The
evening
was
spent
playing
rest of this?”
the help hobbies are to children as
flame.
heard some pretty things about your
beano. Mr. Seavey winning the most well as adults. 8iie urged a better
ROCKLAND. ME.
June—a little reluctantly—pro They scrambled out together; they I
self, if your own cousin can make fessed a complete lack of interest in
games. Ice cream, cake and gin- and more complete understanding
you blush with a compliment." He
the film; yet she looked back wist started to race across the lawn. As !
Service To;
gerale were served. There were between parents and teachers for
put his arm around her, kissed her
they did so, a car passed along the
fully as they went up the aisle.
Vinalhaven, North llaven, Ston
three brithday cakes—one made by . the gcod of the child.
cheek. “How about this Jervies fel
road behind them, and Clint turned
Upon their arrival, she had not reington. Isle An Ilaut. Swan's
back and shouted:
low?”
Mrs. Seavey for her daughter, one
Edgar Comee, teacher of history
Moved her coat till they reached
Island and Frenihbom
He saw her start with dismay,
"Hey, fire! Ring in an alarm!”
by Mrs. Maloney and one by Mrs. 1 at the High School, spoke on “Com
their seats; but now in the lobby she
and laughed, and promised; "I expected some word from him about
He saw the driver dimly, saw the
LeRoy Seavey. Those present were munism and the Ostrich." He
WINTER SERVICE
won’t say a word." He disappeared.
man's head nod. Then he ran after j
her new gown. When he said noth
Mr. and Mrs. M. J. Maloney, Mr. pointed out the value of underJune toward the house, toward that
Subject tn change without notice
ing. merely offered to help her into
and Mrs. LeRoy Seavey. Marilyn Ma i standing such things as commun
front door through which billows j
Later Aunt Evie came into the
her coat, she protested:
of smoke began to pour. He caught 1
, kitchen. "Those old folks won't
loney, James Seavey, Mrs. Seavey ism, instead of ignoring such
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
"You
haven't
noticed
my
dress.
! sleep a wink,” she said gently. "I'm
her
on
the
steps,
caught
her
fast;
Read
Down
and
Mrs.
Lufkin.
Lovely
gifts
were
Read Up
things as many often do. “IgnorDon’t you think it's nice?”
for she would have gone headlong
going to give them some milk.” She
A. M.
received by both the hostesses.
j ing a problem never solves it,” he
P. M.
Clint
stood
back
to
survey
her.
in. And she was crying;
•
j saw the bottle where Asa had left it,
5.30 Lv. Swan’s Island,
Mrs. Maude Stone and son said. “It is better to look into both
Ar. 0.00
' and poured the milk into a stew- chuckling. "Sure, grand!” he de
"Grandpa! Grandma!"
6.30 Lv. Stonington,
Ar. 4.40
clared. He came close to her again.
Charles visited Wednesday with Mrs. sides, list pros and cons then ex
When Clint held her, she swung
pan, scratched a match.
7.30 Lv. North Haven,
Ar. 3.30
"But what you wear doesn’t make to him in terror, beseeching him.
Flinton
and
Miss
Cook.
ercise better Judgment than Ls pos
June was suddenly cold with re any difference to me. June.”
8.15 Lv. Vinalhaven,
Ar. 2.45
James Cagney, playing Uncle Sam’s one-man army in “The Fighting
"They’re in there, Clint, Oh, quick,
membered terror. She told herself
The
Helpful
Club
was
entertained
sible
when
in
total
Ignorance
of
9.30 Ar. Rorkland,
Lv. 1.30
"Asa gave it to me!”
69th,” tells top-kick Alan Hair he's not quite ready for breakfast, perhaps
dear!”
, she was a fool, a fool, a fool. People
117-tf
"Asa?” Clint echoed, frowning
a little later. Scene is from tlie film, coining to Strand Theatre Thursday, Thursday night by Mrs. Leslie Sea the tacts.
! bad drunk warm milk before!
vey.
Friday and Saturday.—adv.
“Benefits of the English Course
faintly. "Why?"
(To Be Continued)
■I
i Rab cpmv in from out of Jootj,
by side.

June took the glasses, started to
ward the kitchen to wash them. Be
hind her she heard Aunt Evie say:
"No. I'll leave the windows
closed. It might rain in. And you
don't need any air. You'll be asleep
so soon."
She was always thus calmly benf
upon having her own way; when she
came back into the kitchen, she
locked at the girl keenly. "You all
right, June?" she asked.
"Oh, yes," June told her guard
edly.
"You must go to bed," Aunt Evie
directed. "As soon as you are done
here. Good night, child."
Her hands flying, she slipped out
of her clothes, changed swiftly into
the dress Asa secretly had given
her. she stood for a few minutes
before the mirror, busy with her
hair. At last she was satisfied. Some
one radiant and lovely looked back
at her from the mirror there.
She turned out the light at last,
and in the darkness descended to
the lower hall. She found a heavy
coat and drew it on, then opened the
front door.
A gust of rain wet her cheek, and
she remembered another night when
she had thus gone running to meet
Clint. But then she did not krow he
was waiting. It was deeply content
ing to be sure tonight that he would
meet her here.

School Close-Up

STRAND—Thursday, Friday, Saturday

!
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or employes ol States, or political
NORTH HAVEN
subdivisions thereof, or any agency
or instrumentality of any one or
Ice conditions are much Improved
more of the foregoing, gre required
and there is now very little Ice
Unde Sam Tells You How to include in gross income, for
Whom You Will Take To Your Heart When She Talk#
MRS O0OAR C LANE
in the harbor.
and When To Make Federal income-tax purposes, the
Correspondent
About Household Matters
Mrs. Agnes Mills is caring for
compensation received by them durMrs. Ann Mills who has been ill for
Out Your Returns
___
ing the year as such officers or
several weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Johnson
income Tax in a Nutshell
! emloyes. The liability for filing and son Rosswell arrived Friday (Monday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday at 1.30 p. m. over Stations
Phyllis Duncan passed Saturday
who? Every single person or married Federal income-tax returns for 1939
witli her mother, Mrs. Katherine
WNAC, Boston; WTAO. Worcester; WCSH, Portland; WTIC, Hartford;
from
Worcester,
Mass.
person not living with husband or
vubseouent vears will therpWICC Bridgeport: WEAN, Providence; and WLBZ, Bangor).
wlfe who had net income ol $1,000 or alw suosequeni years win, mere
Duncan.
Donald Oakes 12 years of age and
more or gross income of $5,000 or more, fore, extend to many individuals
Virginia Beverage, a student at
and generally, husband and wile llv,
,
' . .
Laurence Oakes 13, recently cut oneing together who had an aggregate net, wno previously have not been reWhite Cherry and Celery Salad
|
Frozen house plants, spots on the
the Conservatory cf Music in Ban
half cord of wood—a good record
lncome of $2,500 or more or an aggre Qui,ed ,0
such returns
wallpaper, broken crockery . . .
One cup seeded white cherries,
;
gate gross Income of $5 000 or more. Muneu to
«>ucn re.urns.
gor was a weekend visitor at the
must file returns
If In doubt, obtain
Retired officers and employes of for youngsters.
these are a few appeals that cup cubed apple, 1 tablespoon lemon
home of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
form and printed Instructions, from
„ j
-..uj,....,__
William Lincoln has recovered turned up in this morning's mail. Juice, % teaspoon salt, two-thirds
collector of internal revenue
States, and political subdivisions
Albert Beverage
when? The hung period begins Jan. thereof, or any agency or mstru- from his recent operation at Knox Then Alfred McCarthy takes ex cup diced crisp Florida celery. j
Arthur Beverage Jr. of Orono
1 and ends March 15. 1940
Where? Collector cf Internal revenue mentality of any one or more of the Hospital and is on his way to Flori ception to the method we suggest 4 cup boiled salad dressing.
spent the weekend at the heme of
for the district ln which the person fore2rin„ who -ereiverl In 1929 nen- da. He was accompanied by Han
lives or has hls principal place of reregting, ano received in i»J« pened for removing wax from hard
Mix and chill ingredients.
parents. Mr and Mrs Arthur
business
' sions or annuities based on the nah Anderson.
wood floors and supplies the best
Eggs Baked in Mushroom Soup
Beverage.
How’ See Instructions accompanying
,
, .
,
Forms 1040A and 1040
services rendered by them while in
Mrs. Jennie Ewell entertained the methods since he is with a floor
On Toast
u,^aamouFn0t,rofPenet,‘nitncno0mc“1n ‘ScSS actlve
as such offl<*rs 07 Weary Club Saturday
company so we have a small comOne can cream of mushroom soup,
UNION
of the personal exemption, credit for employes, are required to include
The Non Eaters met Friday with pendlujn of wisdom for you today 4 eggs, salt and pepper, 1 teaspoon
dependents, earned-lncome credit, and
.
__ i„
Interest on obligations of the united such pensions or annuities in gross
The
frezen
house
plants
go
di
Girl Peeiil Investiture
Land O' Lakes Sweet Cream But
Mrs. Della Simmers.
Statis and obligations of Instrumental!- income for Federal income-tax purrectly into a tub of cold water and ter, grated cheese, 4 slices toast.
The speaker Thursday aUernoon
tlcs c" the United States. Sui'.ax on ,
Tlie
Fox
Islanders
4-H
Girls'
Club
surtax net Income ln excess of $4 000 poses. If the pension or annuity is
then are brought gradually back to
at an Investiture ceremony for
Empty soup into 8-inch pie plate.
income Tax Don'ts
paid in whole or in part lrom a fund ' accompanied by their leader Mrs. _a warm room where they show signs | _
Break eggs „
carefully into soup.
members of Troop 1, Oirl Scouts,
nMiTu.e’lStS.S ferived, from amounts deducted Barbara Nutting anc1 assisUntlead- «
|Bak7in'ho“t oven‘“7o ^7? .)
will be Mrs. Laura Jameson of Wal
panying the form.
[from the compensation of such of- el Mrs- Dewe\ Brown, met Friday us about a frozen crown of thorns i 15 minutes or until they begin to
doboro, the ceremony to be held at
Don t procrastinate
Eirly asembllng ’ f.„
emnlove while in active with Eva Amiro. The cooking girls
plant someone asked about. He | set. Dot yolks with salt, pepper
of data permits a careful consideration; Hcer or employe wnue in active
tlie Methodist vestry, at 3 o'clock,
made
and
served
uncooked
candy.
of all tax problems.
service, the amounts so contributed
j suggested a cold water spray and , and butter, and add a dash of
with a silver tea. Mrs.'Jameson wi l
Don’t destroy the memoranda fromi
which your return was prepared.
afe considered the “consideration
Miss Margaret Klnley entertained then keeping it out of the sun but ! cheese. Bake 5 minutes longer.
Invest the captains and lieutenants
Don’t fall to fill ln all l'ein- and
schedule* required by the return.
pa*d ^or tbe Penidon or annuity. | over the weekend Albert Pratt of, he aLso said it was a difficult plant! Lift eggs with a spatula onto toast.
of the troop, who ln turn will invest
Don t omit explanation when such The amount received by the retired ' Livermore Falls.
j to keep. For the mealy bugs, C. O. Add remaining soup as sauce. Aptlie troop members. All parents,
Information la essential o a complete! ,,
.
u. ...--.u-j
audit This win
unnecessary ex officer or employe shall be included
Mrs. Lena Tinker and Mrs. Lyford Oleson. “Tlie Backyard Gardener" proximate yield; 4 portions.
members of the Womans Commun
pense and annoyance to both you and jn gross income each year to lh2 Philbrook visited Saturday in Rock- of Amherst told us to use equal
ity Club, and friends are invitee1
the Government.
.
. _
. ,
....
extent of 3 percent of the "consid- land.
I parts of alcohol and water as a
'Sent in by Bernie? Frost of Ells
Oirls of tlie intermediate group to
i eration paid,’’ the balanoe of the
The Antique Club will meet Wed- spray.
worth Falls, Me.)
be invested will be: Jean Lucas.
annuity payments being excluded in nesday with Mrs. Bessie Ames.
| por th? grease spots cn wall.
Four tablespcons quick-cooking
Norma McCrillis, Oladys Mitchell,
A professional man may deduct determining grass nicome for that
Priscilla Simmons, Lottie Whitney,
After the meeting of Ladies of papers . . . and this question pops tapioca. ‘4 teaspoon salt. One-third
Madolyn Hawes, Iva Howard, Pris
all necessary expenses incurred in year. When the aggregate of the the G.A.R. a short program was up almost daily so jot it down . . . cup seedless raisins. 2 cups hot cof
hole
orld
cilla Alden, Carolyn Merrifield,
the pursuit of hls profession. These amounts thus excluded from gross given in observance of Lincoln's apply a paste of Fuller's earth and fee, 4 cup sugar, 1 teaspoon
hat
ak
SKIN"
Joyce McEdward. Priscilla Hawes,
include the cost of supplies used in income equals the "consideration birthday. Numbers were vocal trio.1 energine to a depth of a quarter of Baker's Vanilla Extract, cne-third
Norma Howard, Eva Burgess, and
his practice, offlce rent, cost of paid," the entire amount thereafter with ukulele acompaniment, Mabel an inch. Leave on overnight and cup whipping cream.
Add tapioca, salt and raisins to j
Joan Hall, and of tlie senior group,
light, water, fuel, and telephone in received as a pension or annuity Oakes. Bessie Polk and Frances brush it off in the morning.
Betty McKinley, Betty Farris, Ha
hls office, the hire of offlce assist must be included ln gross income. Smith; reading. May Lawry; vocal
Bertha Wood in New Britain sent hot coffee and cook in double boiler :
SOUTH CHINA
SOUTH THOMASTON
These taxpayers are entitled to the solos. Bessie Polk. A supper preced us a homemade cement for mending j
zel Day, Harriet Farris, Norma Mcants, and expenses paid in the op
minutes, or until tapioca is clear.
eration and repair of an automo same deductions and credits as are ed the meeting with these house broken crockery which she says is ',s,lrrin8 frequently.
Add sugar,
Mrs. William Ring and children Orrin Pierce who observed his Edward. Edith Howard, and Virginia
bile, based upon the proportion of other taxpayers (explained in the keepers: May Lawry. Kate Coombs, very satisfactory.
Use sufficient jchdl
Before serving add vanilla Herbert. Ethel and Roger returned 78th birthday recently had as Olidden.
time lt is used for professional pur instructions which accompany the Lucy Skoog. Mabel Oakes and egg white to mend one plate at a 'and fold
cream which has been
Sunday to Warren after a week's guests Sunday, Mr. and Mrs. S. O. Mrs. Leo F. Ross is captain of the
income-tax returns. Forms 1040A
poses.
I visit with Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Kurd, Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Oorden intermediate group, her lieutenants,
time, shave off a quantity of quick , whipped
Blanche Davison.
and 1040, distributed through the
Many physicians use their rest- 1
i Esancy. Mr. Ring was also a week- of Union and Cyrus Vinal. Mrs. Mrs. Eva Starrett and Mrs. Ruth
Installation of the offlcers of De-! lime, mix thoroughly to a paste and
MENU
offices of the collectors of interna!
Hurd, hls sister and Mrs. Oorden Nickerson
The scribe is Jean
dences both as their offices and
Valois Commandery, K. T. was held apply to the broken edges of crockBreakfast
lend visitor there.
revenue!; Dues paid by teachers to Friday night. The able, Impressive ^ry. Press firmly together and
Chilled Welch’s'Grape Juice
their homes In such instance th?
Lloyd Fitzgerald is convalescing wWch included a flnf birthday cake Lucas, and the treasurer, Eva Bur
professional societies, the price of
physician may deduct as a busi
nt hls home after an appendix op- hls dall«hler served the dinner ««s Mrs May Farris and Mrs.
ceremony was performed by Emi- leave till thoroughly dry.
with Orange Juice
their subscriptions to educational
ness expense the rental value of the
eratlon at the Sisters Hospital in Cards and remembrances were re- Marion Alden are captain and lleunet Sir Edgar H. Bradstreet as In- ! Now for removing wax from hardWheatena and Cream
journals connected with their pro
rooms occupied for office purposes
i Waterville
i ceived.
tenant respectively of the senior
stalling officer and Eminent Sir Os- wood floors. Alfred McCarthy says
Scrambled Eggs on Toast
fession, and traveling expenses, in
,,
.
,
...
group, with Hazel Day as scribe, and
if he actually pays rent, and also
car C. Lane as grand marshal. The
a floor has a shellac or varnish
Coffee
Mr. and Mrs. (Fred Poulliotand
Mrs. Aurelia Ripley. Miss Mary Norma MfEdward as lreasurer Mrs
cluding railroad lares and meals
the ccst of light and heat furnished
Lunch
sons Norbert. Miltonand Ronald Bartlett and Mrs. Esa Sleeper were Aubynp Haweg u fhalrman Qf ,he
and lodging, incurred in attending new offlcers are: Commander. O. V. .finish under the wax, turpentine and
these rooms. Also he may deduct
' Eggs Baked in Mushroom Soup
of North Vassalboro spent last guests last Tuesday of Mrs. Charles
Trocp Commjttw her asaist.
teachers' conventions in the Unit Drew; general, George Strachan; wa'er which we suggested would be
a portion of the wages paid domes
cn Toast
captain
general.
Leroy
Ames;
senior
aI1
ri
*
ht
but
if
wax
had
been
Tuesday with the ;H. Esancy's and Emery ln Rockland.
anu Mrs Mfty Wallacc and
ed States, if they are not reim
tic servants whose time is partly
O&C Potato Sticks
bursed for such expenses, are de warden. F. F. Ames; junior warden. applled d>"<tly over a n°°r «»”
. also called at Ralph Esancy sand
q-en members of Pleasant Valley Ethel Creighton, as well as the Capoccupied in caring for these rooms.
Sliced Peaches
Curtis
Webster;
prelate,
O.
C.
Lane;
the
turpentine
would
remove
the
ductible from the compensation re
, Lloyd Fitzgerald s.
Grange, 15 of St. Oeorge Orange, tains and lieutenants of the Troop.
Membership dues in professional
Cookies
treasurer.
Albert
Carver;
secretary.
latt
*f
dou
}
g
10
the
hardwood
ceived by thtm as teachers in deter
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Morse and ajs0 one of owl's Head Orange were
This troop ls divided into three
societies are deductible. Physicians
itself. He gives us three safe
Tetley Tea
mining net income for Federal in C. L. Boman: sword bearer, J. E.
daughter Joan of Hope were callers guests Wednesday night of Wessa- patrols, two in the intermediate
and dentists who keep in their
Dinner
methods
for
which
we're
grateful.
come-tax purposes. Records of such Snow; standard bearer, G. A. Lawry;
Saturday at Herbert Esancy s and wesgeag Grange.
Moving pictures group being. Red Rose, led by Joan
waiting roems current magazines
Method No. 2. A pad of No. 0
Creamed Salt Pork
expenditures should be kept to sub warder. A. A. Peterson; sentinel, E.
,
Ralph
Esancy
s.
Other
recent
callSafari
through
Africa", also Hall, her second. Norina Howard,
and newspapers for the benefit cf
steel
wool
and
a
cake
of
Sapolio
Boiled Potatces
M Hall; guards, L. W. Lane, F. L.
stantiate the deductions claimed.
ers at Ralph Esancy s who has been an instructive picture how News is flnd MeadOw-Lark. led by Madolyn
their patients may deduct this item
and warm water. Rub Sapolio into
Turnip
Puff
Campaign expenses and contribu Roberts; Allston Roberts Preceding
! confined to the house two weeks
rapidly in these days, were en- I Hawes, hed second. Priscilla Simas a business expense The cost of
floor in small sections and dry im
•White Cherry and Florida
tions made to political parties or the installation a chicken supper
[
with
an
injured
ankle
were
Mr.
and
joyed Doughnuts and coffee were J mons, and one in the senior group.
professional journals for the tax
mediately with dry rag. This
Celery Salad
organizations at any time are not was enjoyed at Lee Shore Country
[ Mrs Harry Merrill and niece Maude
Mrs May Wallace and Mrs. Aubyne
payer's own use is also a deductible
method removes all dirt plus the
.
Ccflee Carnival
deductible from the compensation Club. The Sir Knights were in a
Beane of Windsor; Florentius Mer
Hawes will pour at thc tea and sev
item.
wax without injuring the finish.
•Recipes given.
Word from Mrs. Helen Emery now j
which an individual receives after jolly mood featuring songs and
rill of Bath; Mr. and Mrs. Howard
eral members of the Senior group
The cost of technical books is
Method No. 3. Take a rag satur
his election nor from any income jokes.
'
Merrill of Vassalboro:
Roscoe ln Mexlc0 CUy t0 her mother Mrs will assist in the serving.
not a deductible item, being a capi
ated in gasoline and do a small
which he may have received prior
GLENCOVE
Marie-Louise Ralph 17, of Wash section and wipe up immediately,!
fiumps. China; and Donald Lucas J. M. Bartlett states that their party
The troop is being sponsored by
tal expenditure, but a proportion
was held up in Washington and de- the Woman's Community Club, this
to his election.
ington. D. C. who visited this town continuing this procedure until tlie ]
of
North
Searsmont;
Mr.
and
Mrs.
ate amount for each year's depre
Miss Arlene Orcutt of piddeford
layed there by a snow storm. On organization already having fur
Campaign contributions received last summer recently won second
ciation of the bcoks may be deduct
entire floor is done. This method Pool is guest of Mrs. Thomas Farley. William Ring and family of Warren.
their trip through Virginia and Ten- nished books and equipment, and
by a candidate for a public offlce are place and a 4203 cash prize in a
Erskine
Academy
’
s
winter
carni

ed. Depreciation may also be taken
also removes the wax and dirt.
Mrs Nellie Shibles has been called val was another social success. Miss nesee, they encountered very cold contributed towards ties, belts, and
gifts, and not inoome, so are not re- nation-wide essay contest sponsored
( reamed Sait Pork
on office furniture and equipment.
i quired to be included in the gross by Town Hall Inc. producer of the
One pound salt pork sliced thin |to Mt V'rn°n' N Y hy the seriu;ls Marie MacLellan was chosen queen weather and dldn'1 *et warm un' berets for the troop members. All
Insurance premiums on offlce or'
one
pound
salt pork, sliced thin, | .nnMs Qf hw Mn Ne.. who (s
MadeJyn tU they reached New Orleans.
income for Federal income-tax pur weekly broadcast. America's Town
have passed their tenderfoot tests.
other professional equipment and
14 tablespoons fat from pork. 14
.
poses.
The “Beano Gang" met with
meeting of the Air. Names of the tablespoons flour, 1 cup milk, salt
Webber, Stella Glifiden, Muriel Red
tosp a
liability insurance may be deducted.I
Mrs. Carolyn Davis last Tuesday
Herbert Waldron who has been man and Constance Boynton.
winners were announced on a radio and pepper
A premium paid for automobile lia- *
patient
at the Veterans Hospital in
Mrs. Irmk Desmond, lecturer of ni«ht- Mrs. Naomi Ulmer was given j
program. Miss Ralph with her I vover
bility insurance should be appor- j
SOUTH WARREN
Cover pork with cold water;
mother and sister were guests last brink slowly to boiling point. Drain Togus, is convalescing at home.
South China Orange attended the a shower of cards and handkert toned and that part ot thc urc.ni- 1
Lecturer's Conference ln Augusta
in observance of her apnm attributable to business may be ' Mrs. Emma Norwood of Warren, summer at the home of Mrs. Carrie and dry. Fry over low heat until
1 FRESH DAILY/
Mrs. Laura Hastings of South Hope, E. Paige. It was their flrst visit to crisp and brown. Remove from
and gave an account of it at the preaching birthday. Mrs. Davis
deducted as a busine.s fxpense.
/V, HOTCOLD H^fATS
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Nelson of Au- Maine and they enjoyed visiting the skillet and keep warm. Measure
latest meeting.
served coffee and cakes and Mrs.
ZESTFUL TANGY,
Miss Edith Mitchell teacher at the Annie Dennison presented decorated
No gain or loss is recognized for!^’ and
Lul# Ubby
many points of interest on auto- 14 tablespoons fat, blend in flour,
Village Primary School recently birthday cake to Mrs. Ulmer,
inccme-tax purposes as a result of gUeStS Wednesday of Mrs Lula Nel’ mobile drives here and in North add milk and cook, stirring conthe exchange of stock or securities ln 1
°f Un‘°n Mrs Ada Spear WaS 1 Haven'
wiU ^aduate rtantly until thickened. Season
sustained a sprained ankle and Mrs. Earl Hopkins arrived from Quincy,
also an invited guest but unable to from Roosevelt High School in a Turn over pork. Approximate yield; J
Eula Marlin substituted for a few Mass., Thursday to spend a few HORSE RADISH
a corporation solely for stock or se
attend.
IT IK HUIIIK MIN'S USIUWIT UTMMIK
class of 185. She is planning to use four portions.
days.
•
, weeks at his home here.
curities in another corporation in
some
of
her
prize
money
this
sum

Friends
of
Mrs.
Jennie
Bucklin
pursuance of a plan of reorganiza
tion to which both corporations are who has been ill at her home at mer for a trip to Mexico.
Union Church choir will meet
parties cr as a result of the ex Winslows Mills will be glad to hear
in the vestry Thursday at 7 p. m.
change of stock or securities in a that she is improving in health.
Miss Edna Davidson of Bridge- for rehearsal.
ccrpo: ation solely for stock or secur
Pequoit Tribe of Red Men held a
ities In the same corporation in con water a student at Bangor has been
nection with a recapitalization. a recent guest at the Barrett home. “raising of chiefs" Friday. The
Mrs. W. C. Leavitt was called to chiefs were "raised ’ by Past Oreat
Where money or other property is
received along with such exchanges, Mechanic Falls Thursday to attend Sachem of Maine, Maurice Snow
no less is recognized, although a funeral services for her cousin. Be anc the present Great Sachem of
9 OUT or 10
taxable gain may result. The statute fore returning she will be the guest Maine. Oeorge Southard, both of
4 mt*!
larvty >A»r« 9 Ml
•/
70
• pHtm (•«/« AN
aLso prohibits the deduct.on for any for a lew days of relatives in Nor Portland.
Elected chiefs are:
•rrrdf# •fltM *»rt tkan it ntinlly
Hoei ia rilttm f kvtr tricMl
loss from the sale or other disposi way.
Prophet. Lafayette C. Smith;
‘l Itt tkit miittkiu iJit
jm
/rem laroZ/fAlinf PtatUc. Daa’t
tion cf stcck or securities where the
Mr. and Mrs. Franz Simmons of Sachem. Harry Young; senior saga- I
kaf any 7air->r4«#4 ear aatil jaa
taxpayer, within a period of 30 days Rockland were callers Wednesday more, Hilton Young; junior Saga-)
caaiaare itt priee tritk a Paatiac. The
alight difference will amaze you.
before or after the date of sale or at L. S. Copeland’s.
more, Lyford Philbrook; keeper of
other disposition, acquires or enters
Mrs. Josie Hyler who has been a wampum. O. V. Drew; keeper of j
into a contract or option to acquire recent guest of her sister Mrs. L. R. records. Melville Smith; collector
THRILL PERFORMANCE
EXQUISITE, WIDE-VISIONED INTERIORS
THE 'TRIPLE-CUSHIONED" RIDE
BIO CAR DIMENSIONS AND APPEARANCE
substantially identical stock or se Bucklin went Wednesday to Water of wampum. C. F. M. Ames; ap
You only have to go to the first
fiver wish your ear were larger? Pay a
Do you get car weary on long trips? Get a
Add a lew dollar* to the price of the loweat
few extra dollars snd get a Pontiac. It's
tratbe light to sample the thrill
Pontiac and relaa. Pontiac’s ’ Triple-Cuahpriced cars and get a big Pontiac. 4 inches
curities.
ville where she will spend a week pointed chiefs, first Sanap. William
wider •seated, wider-vi»ioned with Hipe. lorma.ice in Pontiae ’a powerwider at front aeat. K’g inches longer from
mned" rije is worth all the slight difference
Test Safety Plate Glass in all sedans.
packed engine.
bumper to bumper than last year!
between Pootiac and loweat-priced cars
with her daughter Mrs. Julia Savtlle Shephard; 2nd Sanap. Clyde Or-1
before going to Allandale Fla. to jeutt; warriors and braves, Edward
For all taxable years beginning visit her sister Mrs. James Pack .Dickey. Robert Johnson. Forrest
T IS DIFFICULT to make people
j Maker, Oeorge Kay, Ross Gray, Hi- J
after December 31, 1938, all officers ard.
reelize thot Pontisc i» priced just e
ram Young, George Headley; guard
few dollars above the lowest.
AMKMICA’S FINEST LOW-PRICED CAR
They simply heven't been accus
of the wigwam, Orrin Boutilier;
tomed to associating low price with a
guard of forest. W. (H. Ingerson. Past
car that has thc reputation, looks, size,
Oreat Sachem, Snow gave a fine
luxury and performance of cars costing
talk on "Americanism and Princi
up to severat hundred dollars higher.
lllattratlag tke Special Six
ples" and teachings of the order,
Come in end take a look at this sen*
4-baar Taariag StHaa S8?6*
Luncheon was served and dancing
sational new money’s-worth of motor
car. See bow much bigger and roomier
followed the ceremonies, music by j
it ia. And don't leave without trying its
Staffv s orchestra. Mr. and Mrs.'
new “Triple-Cushioned" ride end the
Walter Ingerson entertained the I
flashing performance of its powervisiting offlcers and Mrs. Maurice
packed Pontiac engine.
Snow. Great Minnehaha of PocoFortbebest rideon four wheels snd the
hontus council of Maine. Other.
brsl miltt tfjvur lift, get a 194(1 Pontiacl
great council offlcers were; Mrs.'
Josephine Appleby and Mrs. Briggs
of Portland. They were guests of 1
Capt. and Mrs. Byron MacDonald.
Ouy C. Peaslee a prominent busi
ness man of this town died suddenly
at his home Sunday. Obituary de
ferred.
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A LOT LOWER PRICED THAN MOST PEOPLE THINK I
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AT THE PARK THURSDAY

Lucille Ball, blonde film favorite,
is to play the feminine lead ln "The
Romantic Mr. Hinklln," forRKO
Robert Coot« and Ferike
Edmund Elton, Paul Guilfoyle and Granville Bates in a scene from the new Radio.
Republic Picture, "Thou Shalt Not Kill.”—adv.

Boros are to be In Important roles,

C. W. HOPKINS, INC.
712 MAIN STREET.
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Poultry Situation

FRIENDSHIP
Standish-Teel

Knox County Raisers Af
A candlelight service was held ln
fected By War Effects On the Advent Church Sunday, closing
with a pretty and impressive wed
Feeds and Market

In Everybody’s Column
Advertisements ln this column no»
to exceed three lines Inserted once for
25 cents, three times for 50 cents. Ad
ditional lines live cents each for one
time, 10 cents for three times. Five
small words to a line.

Team Standing
W. L. P.C. P .F. T. Ave.
Youngs. 20 10 .667 12.003 480.1
A A A A
ding at which Miss Barbara Stand
Hastings, 18 12 600 11,714 468 6
Knox County is vitally interested ish, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Al
Tel. 190
.533 11,819 472 8
16
Felts,
in the present disturbed situation fred Standish of South Waldoboro
467 11.560 462 4
14
Elliots,
of the poultry industry for it forms became the bride of Rufus Teel of
The
next
Masonic
Assembly
will
Miss Celia Stone, a student at Marks.
A truly remarkable career- of circles being a member of Eureka
K************^
400 11.634 465 .4
12
one of the great revenue sources of Medomak. son of Sumner Teel of
be
held
Thursday.
Masons
and
Castine Normal School spent the Graftons. 10 20 .333 11.442 457.7 public service is that of John R Ledge F.&A.M. of Tenant's Har
LONG wjnter underwear lost between
their friends are invited. AU those this area, hence special interest at Port Clyde.
Rockport and Rockland after hasketweekend at home with her parents
League records: Young 573^Marks williams, affectionately known far bor and Naomi Chapter OE.S. of
ball
game
Finder return to JACK
taches to the following late survey
15-17
The regular service closed by WOOD. Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Stone.
the same town. He belongs to Ten not solicited will take sandwiches.
146, Youngs 2483. Youngs 535. Youngs
by
the
extension
service.
and wide as -Jack" who has just ant's Harbor Lodge of Odd Fellows,
Mr and Mrs. Hodding Carter and
Thursday Club met at the home Hastings 4839.
singing “Blest Be the Tie,” which BLACK male kitten lost, little white
neck, reward tl for return to
Highlights
was immediately followed by “I Love on
of Mrs. Warren Knights Friday aft
Match results: Youngs 5, Elliots 1: concluded 35 years of continuous Puritan Rebekah Ledge, of Ten- two children of Greenville, Miss.,
NARRAOANSqTT HOTEL_________ 14-16
Decline
in
business
activity
ex

are
guests
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
E.
Ham

ernoon with Mrs. Weston Young Hastings 5, Graftons 1; Felts 4,
You Truly" played on the organ by
WHITE gold bracelet loet Fridav
pected.
ilton Hall.
Luther Wotton while the Ushers night between South Muln St and
the hostess. Winners at the three Marks 2.
•
,
...
, . .
Community Bldg . reward
MARCIA
Receipts of eggs in December, 12
The Methodist Ladies' Aid will be
tables were Mrs. Stanley Macgowan
High totals for week: Match—
came down the aisles with pale blue achorn, 88 sputh Mam st, city, i6*is
percent above December, 1938, re
entertained
next
Wednesday
at
2
Lynch
536.
Roes
523,
Young
520,
ribbons
making
a
path
for
the
Mrs. Edward Dornan and Mrs. OrBROWN leather handbag lost Wed
o'clock at the home of Mrs. Grace ceiPfs.
nesday a m; reward.
MRS C H.
bridal* party which entered to thc MOREY.
vel Williams. Next Thursday the Grover 513, Hastings 505. Marks 502.
8 Pacific St
16*lt
BernLs
j Receipts of dressed poultry in Destrains of the Bridal March from
club meets at thc home of Mrs. E. Singles—Felt 123. Lynch 120. Roes
NOTICE—Is hereby given of the loss
Booth
bay
Harbor
High
School
1
ce,nk)er
nearly
25
percent
larger
than
Lohengrin.
R Biggers for picnic supper and 120, Young 118. Hastings 118. Grover
of deposit book numbered 38232 and
plavs Camden tonight.
j during the same period. 1936.
owner of said book asks for du
114. Robbins 114. Al Elliot 114
Tlie bride was very lovely hi a thc
bridge.
plicate In accordance with the pro
Mrs.
William
P.
Kelley
will
be
1
holdtn
«
s
of
e
«
s
'
Jan.
1
Yeungs
team
set
up
a
new
league
vision
of the State Law
ROCKLAND
pale blue floor length gown with
Miss Olive Leach went yesterday
SAVINOS BANK By Edward J Hellier.
hostess to the Congregational La-j
percent larger than on Jan. 1,
matching
veil
and
a
bouquet
of
to Portland where she entered the record of 2483 in thelr match with
Treas.,
Rockland.
Me
,
Feb
6, 1940.
1 1930.
dies' Circle Wednesday afternoon at
16-T-22
white
carnations
as
she
entered
on
Maine General Hospital as a stu Elliots. The old record was 2440.
Very unfavorable relationship be
her home on Harbor Hill. This will
the
arm
of
her
father.
She
was
dent nurse. She was accompanied held jointly by Youngs and Hastings.
tween feed costs and egg prices.
be the missionary meeting.
by Miss Elizabeth Gray of North Youngs also set a new single record
Business conditions (general price followed by her maid of honor. Miss ♦
of 535 The old record was 530. made
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar S. Grinnell
Brooklin who had been her over
level
steady—business activltly at Elizabeth Osier, whose gown also ♦
celebrated their 60th wedding an
night guest Sunday and is also en by Elliots.
high
level).
The Bureau of Agri floor length was pale pink with rose
The boys had to look twice this
niversary Saturday at the home of
tering training at the Maine Gen
trimmings and a matching doll hat single house to let. with bath, furweek to make sure that it was Al
their son and daughter-in-law, Mr. cultural Economics reports: “The
and carried a bouquet
of sweet 'peas H
ace,.h2t . o?rn,$T..snd
eral.
rapid
improvement
in
conditions
af

”
Granite St. Apply WALLACE E SPEAR
Strout rolling a slow hooker, and
and Mrs. Arthur Grinnell. Mr. and
They were met at the altar by the Waldoboro________ ____________nos
Constance Knights celebrated her
fecting
the
domestic
demand
for
___
Ingalls rolling a fast bali. This
Mrs. Grinnell are natives of Union
eighth birthday with a party Sat style change over may be catching, if
larm products has been halted. A bride groom in conventional black five room tenement to let at 9 Broad
and
moved
here
in
1961.
There
are
John R. Williams
Winnifred W Milne
with his best man Alfred Standish ,st ' b4Ui: Iuraacc; 8»r»se tel. sw-j.
urday afternoon at her home. Her it works for these two. Dana start-)
two other children, Ethelbert Grln- decline of industrial production from
guests were Joan Slader, Gertrude ed it and has had good results witn
the all-time peak reached in Decem Jr., brother of the bride. The impres-1 APARTMENT furnished and heated.
neU of Camden and Mrs. Leroy
service as postmaster at Clark! ant's Harbor, also Rockland En
Hanley. Joan Young. Grace Paul his new "screwball.”
ber is in prospect during the next sive double ring service was used by: to let at 14 masonic bt_________i6*ig
Gleason of Union. It was an aUsen. Hope Paulsen. Carleen Young,
Ed Marks seems to thrive on heck gland He retires with regret but campment, I.OO F. This is in di- day affair with dinner and supper few months. Similar but less pro Rev. Victor Osborne pastor of the furnished room to let. front, cornnounced changes in consumer in church. Luree Wotton and David sonic’8TTOnVelllent Apply 28 fu7
Sally Glllchrest. Roger Libby. Don ling. The more they yelled at him witli the certain knowledge cf a rect line with his hobby, happiness
being served to the guesu. Mr.
come and demand for farm products Simmons were ring bearers and FURNISHED apartment to let. In
ald Paulsen and Winfred Williams. Thursday night, the better he job weU done, under the new post , m the company of his fellow beGrinnell is 84 and his wife Is 78.
ings of aU ages. In 1964 the youngprobably will occur with same lag. carried the rings In silver basket-,. quire II JAMES ST
15-tX
Mary Jean Lakeman was unable to bowled, finishing up with a 502 total. office retirement law.
Games were enjoyed and a social
Mr. Williams took over tire Clark sters came into the office with "Any
In general, demand conditions are The brde was given ln mania? > FOUR room apartment with bath to
attend. A caramel hunt resulted Now Foley wishes he could find
day was spent.
not expected to change as much dur by her father During the ceremony
K . “tKES’
in the prize for highest score going someone to yell at him while he Is Island post office in 1964 and was mail for us Jack?" Later their
Mrs. Frank P. Alexander has re
instrumental in its being moved to children came in witli the same
ing the next few months as in the Miss Ethel Stebbins sang "Oh
15-tf
to Joan Slader. Winifred Williams bowling.
turned from Providence, where she
its present excellent location. He query and in 1939 the children's
last half of 1939.
Individual Record—Top Ten
Promise
Me."
FOUR-room apartment to let. all
was most successful in pinning on
has been visiting her daughter and
modern Apply at Camden and Rock
Ave.
"During the first part of an in
Strings PF
the donkey s tail. Hope Paulsen re
The best wishes of the church and land Water Co, Tel 834
ll-tf
son-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Frederick
101 8
7635
dustrial decline consumer incomes community are extended to Mr. and
ceived the prize in the Uncle Wig- Young ....... ..... 75
HOUSE to let at 5 Broadway Placo
Schipper.
101. of the great family he has served are supported by inyeased payments Mrs Teel.
7571
lor small family; all modern.' E C.
gley game. Carleen Young in the Robbins ... ..... 75
The fire department liad a busy
■ DAVIS, 294 Broadway
15-17
Succeeding to the office is Winni98.7
1973
and general employment resulting
Big Apple game, and Sally Gill- Shields ..... ..... 26
•
LOWER apartment to let. comer
1 fred Williams Milne, daughter and time Saturday afternoon when four from the previous period of busi
98
4
6889
.....
76
i Warren and Main SU : available Peb.
chrest at jackstraws. Constance had Ed. Eliot....
APPLICATION FOB INSTALLING
trucks were all out at the same time
I 1 C A HAMILTON. 29 Chestnut St..
97 9
7345
ness improvement. Even after con
... 75
GASOLINE TANKS
three birthday cakes, all beautifully Pelt
Tel M»-J
12-«
in
response
to
three
fire
calls
and
97 5
7316
..... 75
sumer purchasing power declines, To. the Municipal Officere ol the town FURNISHED three-room apartment
decorated, one each from Grand Orefton
of Vinalhaven
one
ambulance
calk
There
was
a
9"3
7300
some time is required for consumers Rmpectfully represents the Fisher..... 75
hOt
mother Knights. Grandmother, Ma Orovcr
I
1S6-W________ 148-tf
97. a vast circle of friends. Durmg has served as clerk over a long chimney fire at Urban Trasks' on to readjust thelr purchases of many men's Cooperative Association of Vinal- I2 Kaox
6793
......
*76
Strout
—
loney and her aunt, Mrs. Weston
Maine, that they desire to erect
TWO unfurnished apartmenu to let
96 7 this long period of exacting serv- : period and is thoroughly familia: Pearl street, another at Bowman items. As a result, consumer demand haven.
C28i
65
Rots
and maintain a tank foe the storage Tel 629-M. ei.i * COLLINS, 25 North
Young, all of whom were also guests
Durkee's
on
Sea
street
and
a
fire
of Gaaollne. and Installation of gaso- Main St
14-tf
94.7
ice
Mr.
Williams'
happiness
has
with
all
the
duties.
Like
father,
6630
___ 76
, for farm commodities, such as dairy line pump on the property of Oeorge
at the party. Ice cream and cookies Lynch ---rooms to let
deslrnot once been marred by criticism like daughter, she * inherits his m the shed at the home of Ralph I products. meaU an(J fruUs tends w Mr°n
North
can-^'a I
MRS A C JONBS, 8
were served with the cakes and
1 Talbot Ave , Tel. 576
126-6
I friendly disposition. She has but Young on Mechanic street. Norman lag behind changes in industrial Harbor
Mrs. Albert P Heald and Mrs. Percy or quarrel.
And asks your ipermtt and license to
little baskets in pastel shades were
Fuller was transferred to the Knox
In
addition
to
his
official
duties
'
recently
been
installed
as
worthy
FURNISHED room, ln quiet neighbor
E. Demmons. both of Thomaston,
production. This will tjj true in the erect same
BIRGER
___ rMAGNUSON
____________
hood, five minutes from Poet Offlce.
filled with assorted candies as
Hospital in the ambulance.
V7»a
present situation, so tiiat consumer Upon the foregoing petition, ordered TEL 34. Rocklandand a brother Harold Rider of Wal Mr. Williams is active in fraternal matron of Naomi Chapter, O ES.
favors.
Willard Pooler, a former resident demand may be affected very little that Public Notice be given, bv ooatina
doboro Funeral services will be
a copy thereof at the Post Offlce and _
---------------------------- -Thomaston Contract Club met at
publishing in The Courier Gazette, H
was the speaker Friday night at the died Saturday night in Franklin, during the firet part of the year.
conducted Wednesday.
both puhltc and conspicuous places *
$
the home of Miss Lucy Rokes Friday
Mass
He
is
survived
by
one
son,
! open meeting of the Twentieth Cen
“The net effect of the war in In said Vinalhaven and Rockland, not ♦
j7fjD CAI C
f
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Knights
Dr. Carleton Pooler. While here he Europe (now in progress for more less than three days before the Seven
afternoon with three tables. Mrs.
tury Club at the home of Miss Mateenth day of February A D 1940. upon
entertained
Saturday
night
at
a
was connects with the Boynton. lhan four
e
Arthur Macdonald and Mrs. Earle
which day at three oclock P M a
Z\ Z\ A Z\
1 rion Weidman.
hearing will be given upon uld petition
McKay Drug store. He was active farm products h&£
a
FIVE tons or more of flrst class stock
Gowell were substitutes. Highest Rook party, their guests being Mr.
She
gave
an
informative
talk
on
to the end that all peraons may have hay.
ha
LIDA G CHAMPNEY
cut early and never wet. C A.
in Masonic orders. Funeral serv
scores were held by Mrs. Fred Camp and Mrs. Theodore Rowell. Mr. and
lull
opportunity
to
show
cause
why
MEARS —
Winslows Mills.
15-17
"•Birds and Their Migration." En
Correspondent
The Dried Milk Problem
such permit should not be granted
Mrs.
Stanley
Macgowan,
Mr.
and
ices
will
bc
conducted
this
afternoon
bell of Warren, Mrs. Gowell and
DINING room se! for sale, also gaso
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livening
her
remarks
witli
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a
result
of
the
war
dried
milk
line
range
and
chest
of
carpenter
tools.
FREEMAN I. ROBERTA
Miss Lizzie Levansaler. The meet Mrs. William G. Maloney. Mr. and
T P CARROLL. East Warren High
cisms and amusing incidents of at 2.30 at tlie Wiggin Home in has risen in price and is. in some
GEORGE STRACHAN
Tel. 2228
Franklin.
ing next Friday will be held at the Mrs. Weston Young and Mr. and
Selectmen of Vinalhaven. lands_______________________________ 15*17
bird
life,
she
held
the
closest
attencases,
difficult
to
obtain.
Prom
a
16-18
Mrs. Orvel Williams, substituting
HOUSE for aale—6 rooms, bath, gar
"Disputed Passage" starring Dor
same place.
age, 26 McLoud St
Inquire at 25
for Mr. ________________________
and Mrs. Albert Anderson , The annual meeting of the Carni- «« of,,hM audience
othy Lamour. Akim Tamiroff, and low of 34 55 in May it has risen to a
Ocean St TEL 373-M
14-16
Mrs. Mary Chapman who has Prizes
APPLICATION AND NOTICE
for high scores were award- val-Regatta Association will be held orum
owed
rmg » 11c many John Howard will be played at thc little over $9 00 per 100 pounds.
MANS beover lur -coat for sale, flne
been caring for Miss Mabel Ames ed Mrs. Williams and Mr Rowell Wednesday at Town hall at 7 36 jn^estmg traits and habits of
FOR FISH WEIR
This has resulted in a serious prob, sw. —— .n.snz—.... s.™...,.—rondlMon; also safe suitable for home
Comique Theatre Wednesday and
TIffi -TOWN^VIN^IU^
I
yf,tc
483 Bocltl,l>d
lg,|»
bury has returned to Rockland.
lem in the formulation of "Starter”
and for low scores Mrs. Macgowan p. m. All members are urged to at- j
werc TOUg 1 0Ut
Thursday.
Today
tlie
feature
is
Respectfully
represents
Frank
W
Wednesday.
Feb
7.
I
will
have
The
Federated
Mission
Circle
re-------------------------------------------~
. 7 j
The meeting was opened by tiie
and "Breeder” mash rations, for we Grimes of Vinalhaven. Me that he de- ont carload. 21 head, of Iowa horses
at
elected as officers Sunday night ftnd Mr Williams
Refreshments tend.
'president, Mrs. Diana Fills who Nick Carter, Master Detective.”
elrw
to
erect
and
maintain
a
Ftsh
Bert
Wltham's
sales
stable.
Yarmouth.
have depended upon dried milk
Weir tn the waters of said town ot Matched pairs ar.d singles at very atPresident, Mrs. Nina Leach; vice were served
! Mrs. Herbert Muilen and M.s welcomed the guests and the speak- Also March of Time?.
products as a riboflaven. vitamin G. Vlnalhaven, and located as follows:
tractile-prices. LEONA LUDWIG. Tel.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Rollins and
Mrs. Blanche Vose was hostess to Gerald Black of Rockland were ej.
introduced by Mrs. Gladys
Beginning on southern tip at Brown's Newcastle 135
16-lt
president. Mrs. Ora Woodcock; sec
source.
Island (ao-called) on Eastern end of
OLDSMOBILE Business Coupe. 1938
retary, Miss Margaret Crandon; a group of friends Saturday night callers Saturday at the nome of Mr. | Helstad chalnnan of thc entertain- children spent the weekend ln Win
Other
sources
of
vitamin
G
are
Vinalhaven. running In a southerly dl- J (two to chooae fromt; 1936 Dodge Buslthrop.
at a "506" party. High score wasand Mrs. Rav Easton.'ment committee.
Refreshments
about 500 leet into a depth of ness Coupe; 1938 Olds Business Coupe:
treasurer. Mrs. Edith Richards.
fish meal, hog liver meal, distillery rectlon
11 feet of water.
1 l»37 Chrysler sedan: 1938 Olds Buslnesa
Mr. and Mrs. M. Alton French and
held
by
Mrs.
Alvah
J.
Lineken
and
Misses
E.izabeth,
Marilyn
inu
_.
ere
served
by
the
picnic
commitThe fire department was called
slop, yeast, alfalfa leaf meal, green And asks your permit and Ucense to coupe. 1938 Olds Sedan; 1938 Olds 8e___ \clan All these cars reconditioned and
Edith Buzzell and Mrs. Capt. and Mrs. Eugene Tinker spent grass, grass silage, liquid skim milk butld said proposed Weir.
early yesterday morning to the home low by Mrs. Nathaniel Andrews Helen Hupper of Martinsville were
FRANK W GRIMES
safety-tested
The prloes are right.
Sunday as guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Upon
the
foregoing
petition,
ordered FIREPROOF OARAGE. Winter St rear
of Irving Lufkin. Beechwood street Others in the party were Mrs. Ed- j weekend guests at the home of Mr. Effie Veazie assisted by the hostess,
and condensed milk products.
that
PUBLIC
NOTICE
be
given,
by
,
strand
Threatre.
Tel 889. Rockland,
Harry Murray at their cottage at
and Mrs Ralph Wilson.
About thirty-five were present.
14-16
where a garage containing five cords ward P. Ahem. Mrs Lilia Ames. Mrs
Most "laying mash" formulas con posting a copy thereof at the Post 1
Molasses
Pond.
Offlce
and
publishing
In
The
Courier—
=
—
v
—
=
—
r
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------;-------------------------- Everett Fitts has returned to
Next Frdiay the Club will meet at
of fitted wood was destroyed, the Leila Smalley and Mrs. Fannie
tain little or no dried milk, hence Oaaette. both public and conspicuous!
hard ,coa'- «88. stove, nut
Regina Morrison, Gustav Jensen
ln said Vinalhaven, and Rock- fi*
P.er *°?-,Household soft coal
Brown. Mrs. Lineken invited the Framingham, Mass., after a brief the home of Miss Weidman witli
damage being estimated at 1260
the present price of dried milk is of places
land, not less than three days before {J per \on- del,
new River soft
and Vaughn Lovely attended the
visit
with
his
family.
the
Seventeenth
day
of
February
A
D
J®
P"
t“n „dci ***
Mis Mabel Pottle in charge of the
Melvin Pendexter. who with Mrs. group to meet at her homc next
little concern in the formulation of
winter carnival at Rumford Sun
Albert Rhodes spent the weekend program.
1940 upon Whtch day at two o'clock;
® PERRY, 519 Malo
The subject will be
laying mashes. It is a real problem, P M a hearing will bc glveui upon St. Tel.
Pendexter has been spending three Saturday night.
14 If
day.
in Boston, returning Sundy night.
*Houshold Arts and Handicraft'
however, to the person mixing a said petition, to the end that all per- HARD coal for aale. $1450; Pocabonmonths in Portland is at the home Wednesday night at 7 o'clock at
sona may have full opportunity to! taa soft lumpy. 89; dry fitted bard
Mrs. John Evans arrived home
Jennie Yates spent the weekend
and the speaker will be Ralph Has"breeder mash" or to the person show cause why such permit should wood. 810. J. B. PAULSEN. Tel
of his step-daughter, Mrs. Thomas the K. P. hall thcrc will be a re
in Quincy, Mass., as guest of Mr.
Saturday from Washington. D.
C
,
J Thomaston 62
14-tf
, .
kell of Augusta, director of homcstarting chicks. And it is to this not be granted
Horsely, for a few days while pre hearsal of the officers and child
HARLAND A TOWNSEND
--------- -------- --------- —
called here by the death of her craR fw
8^te De])artmen[ of and Mre. Albert Thomas.
FREEMAN L ROBERTS
OR1[ h*rd wood P*r f005-- Otted, 8158
group
that
the
following
suggestions
paring his home in Rockland for ren taking part in the installation of ““
y MorlU1
OEORGE STRACHAN
I
■<>«»«. U M. M. B R C O
Harold Corthell spent Sunday at
Education.
are addressed. It is assumed, of
Selectmen of Vinalhaven. I PERRY. Tel. 487
14-tf
their return there this week.
Mayflower Temple.
Dover-Foxcroft.
Mrs Bertha Higgins of Rockland
15-17
course,
that
the
poultrymen
recog

At St. John's Church Feb. 7, Ash
Richard Starrett of Washington.
vlRitinR her daughter Mrs. Ray
Mrs. Joseph Cote returned home
Endeavorcrs Birthday Banquet
nizes the danger in sudden shifts in
Wednesday, there will be services at D. C.. passed the weekend with his
today from Community Hospital.
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
«
As
thc
main
feature
of
the
ob
rations.
9.30 a. m., and 7.30 p. m. Friday grandmother. Mrs. E. P. Starrett,
and
c v Overman and j
WHEREAS Carrie D. Bramhall of
♦
Horace N. Wheeler, 74, died Sat
servance
of
Christian
Endeavor
Fish
meal
as
a
source
of
vitamin
Camden. Knox County. Maine, by her
night, following a fish scallop supper leaving Monday.
Ml» Shirley Morse spent Monday,,.^ at
BapUst Church from urday at his homc on Norwood ave
mort«a«e dend dated December 4. 1936.
O—Certain fish meals run very high and recorded In the Knox County Rev
FURNITURE wanted to upholster,
at the parish hall at 5.30 there will
Thc yellow roses before thc pul in W aldoboro.
- Jan.
jigj, 5 a banquet was held nue He was bom in Stetson and in vitamin content—not only in vita Ivtry of Deeds. Book 248. Page 245. con railed for and delivered T J FLEMINO.
19 Birch St. Drop a card.
15-17
be a special Lenten sendee, the pit at Sunday morning worship in
veyed to Rockland Loan and Building
Mr. and Mrs Glenn Lawrence
at
had lived in tliis town for the past
mins A and D. but also in vitamin Association, a certain parcel of real SERVICE Station operator wanted tn
preacher to bc Rev. W. P. Bullteley, the
Federated
Church
were
given
_ , „ „ v ,
f „
v . *h0 havc be€u in Flonda *DCe ‘h€ bration of the 56th birthday anm- 46 years. He is survived by his wife, G. One Maine manufacturer claims nutate situated In said Camden, bound Rockland Very modem station. Must
ed and described as follows
rector of St. Matthew's Church, by John R.Egerton of New York,
of january arrived home Pri-1 ve
of Christian Endeavor five duaghters. Mrs. Amelia Belyea,
have money to finance the buslneas.
versary
a vitamin G potency of hls product BBOINNINO at the Junction of Cross Expertjtoced man preferred. Write "C"
Hallowell
honoring the memory of his mother , day
Mrs. Maude Knight, Mrs. Rose
and Mountain Streets; thence south care Cmirler-Gazettr
16*17
About 40 were seated at the tables
of ten Cornell chick units per gram, Bfy-flve degrees west on said Cross
Mrs. Estelle Newbert, Mrs. Nettie whose birthday it was. Later thc j Mr. and Mrs. Raymond McFarBoynton of Camden. Mrs. Elsie
MIDDLE-aged man wanted for light
which were made festive with red
equal to one-half thc potency of Street approximately eighty-four 1841 farm work, one wanting good home
fret to stake and stones for corner:
Robinson. Mrs Ada Chadwick, Mrs. roses were distributed among shut- land Jr., entertained a group of
Thompson of East Falls Church, Va.
than high wages; must be good
and white streamers, dainty place
dried skim milk. Pew fish meals, thenoe northwesterly parallel with rathermilker
E E CHAPMAN. West
Etta Benner, and Mrs. Ann Day ins of the Church.
friends Saturday night at a beano Mrds and flye elaboraUly dworat. and Mrs Margaret Cooper of East however, run anywhere near this Mountain Street approximately one dry
Neck,
Rob
leboro. Me
16*21
and twenty-one (1211 feet to
were dinner guests Sunday of Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Ingalls en party at their home on Sprue j ed birthday cakes.
Bridgewater, Mass., and one son, potency and some are little better bundred
stake and stones for corner; thence
TWO n:
men wanted to go into a camp
north fifty-live degrees east or parallel and eut wood. ARTHUR DEAN. Teif
Addie Jones.
tertained Saturday night having one street. Following play a delectable
A delicious menu was served after Joseph Wheeler of Rockport, and 10 than a fertilizer product. However, with Cross Street approximately eighty- 8715. Camden_______________________ 14-18
Franklin Comery with his guests table each of contract and auction J lunch was served. Guests were Mr.
grandchildren.
The
funeral
will
bc
184) feet to stake and atones for
NATIONAL corporatalon want* 5 men
with a high potency fish meal it four
which an enjoyable program was
corner;
thence southwesterly along
Edward E. Everett of Portland, Eu in play. High and low prizes at' and Mis. Elmer Joyce of Camden,
held
this
afternoon
at
the
home
at
said
Mountain
3treet approximately one to work ln New England 840 weekly
should be possible to eliminate most
presented with these numbers
guarantee
commission to experi
gene Sexton of Augusta and John contract went to Edward Marks and Mr. and Mrs. Ashland Smith of Song-fest: Welcome by Christian 2 o'clock. Rev. W. F. Brown offi of the milk. Thc poultrymen should hundred and twenty-one (1211 leet enced man plus
or men who can quanfv for
to the place of beginning
permanent
position
Financial adjust
ciating.
H. Wilson of New Rochelle, N. Y. Mrs. Frederick Dennison, and a auc- , Rcckland and Mr. and Mrs. Thurs- Endeavor
investigate carefully the kind of fish And whereas the condition of said ment. BUDGET CO. 609 Chapman
president,
Frederick
mortgage has been broken:
tion
to
Forest
Stone
and
Mrs.
Marks.
I
ton
W.
Spear.
Norman
Fuller
is
a
patient
at
returned Sunday to Bowdoin Col
16*lt
I Quimby; violin solo, David Eaton;
meal used. It shculd bc a vacuum Now, therefore, by reason of the Bldg . Portland. Me
breach of the condition thereof It
UNEXPECTED change makes avail
lege after passing the weekend with Others in the grouo werc Dr. Denni- I Tlie Baptist Ladies' Circle will I greetings from the various church Knox Hcspltal.
dried produot and contain a per claims
a foreclosure of said mortgage. able flne Rawlelgh Route tn West Waldo
The High School Hockey team centage of white fish.
his mother. Mrs. Sanford B. Comers-. son and Mrs. Stone.
| hold an all-day session Wednesday 1 organizations. Rev. C. V. Overman
Dated January 29. 1940
County.
Good business secured in
ROCKLAND LOAN AND BUILDING
this district for many vears
Excep
Paul Bickford of New York and
The supper to be helK Friday at,
'he vestry.
j and Deacon Arthur K. Walker took over John Bapst High of Ban
tional opportunity for right man. See
ASSOCIATION.
dealer H. E BEAN, 41 Warren St . Rock
I L BRAY.
Camden, another fraternity brother 6 o'clock at ihe Baptist Chuch un-( Twenty-five young people from speaking for the Ladies' Circle. gor at the Snow Bowl Saturday aft
WEST ROCKPORT
12-17
(Seal I
Secretary. land. Me.
joined the group for dinner Satur der the auspices oi the W.C.T.U. the Baptist Church motored to Mrs Wilma Rhodes president of ernoon in a one sided game by a
16-T 22
WATCHMAKER — Repairing watches
and '.he Federated and Baptist Mis- Brunswick Sunday and attended the the Trytohelp Club, who was unable score of 12-6. The High School
Tlie Tuesday Club met with Mrs.
clocks, antiques all kinds
Call end
day night at the Comery home.
deliver. S ARTHUR MACOMBER. 23
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
Word has been received here of sion Circles is open to the public, evening service at the Berean Bap- to be present, sent greetings from lineup was L. Emery, Bracey, Nucclo, Perley Merrifield and Mrs. Elmer
Amesbury St . Rockland. Tel. 956-J.
WHEREAS. Edward C
Jones, of
14-tf
Church °f which Bev- J' W- her society.
Hatch, Hendricks and Hardy. Sub Merrifield, dinner being served at Washington.
the death Sunday of Herbert B. A. nominal fee is to be charged, I
In the County of Knox
and State of Maine, by bla mortgage
Rider at Edgewood, R. I. Mr. Rider the proceeds tu benefit the W.C.T.U. H5'^n8 is pastor.
Miss Pern Whitr.cy spoke for the stitutes werc Brown, Johnson and 6.30. Later in the evening thc men deed
dated July 25 1938. and recorded
Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Clark and ’ TW? newly-installed officers ol Sunday School and remarks werc Kelley.
arrived as a surprise feature and ln Knox Oounty Registry ol Deeds
was a native of this town having
237. Page 442. conveyed to Lau
A battle is now going on for the lunch was served. Not much time Book
been born here Nov. 11, 1834. son of daughters Rae and Norma passed Harbor Light ChaPUr' °'ES' wil1 -Iso made by Mrs. Maud Carleton
ren M. Sanborn of Portland, ln tbe
m
John T. and Ella (OBrien) Rider. thc weekend in Bucxsport, guests of fiU thc iUtions at U,c stat*d mect’ vocal solo, Donald Welt. Rev. H. much coveted honor of being the was left for ga nes but opportunity County of Cumberland and said State
of Maine, as Trustee for tbe Casco
CLEMENTS Chicks are "tops" for heavy
Mrs.
Clark's
parents
Mr.
and
Mrs.
lng
tx)ni
«
bt
at
MaKOn
‘
c
hal1
'
youngest
and
oldest
members
of
the
for
“
brushing
up"
on
geography
was
Following his graduation with thc
I. Holt, who was to deliver the ad
Bottling Company, a corporation or egg production and meat Reds. Rocks,
ganized by la,w and located itn said Clem-Cross baby pullets, cockerels.
M1« Eva Clar* 7‘10 has
class of 19C4 from Thomaston High Daniel L. Keyes.
dress of the evening was unable to Outing Club. In the younger gen given when n certain quiz-game Portland,
and Sidney Rhode-., of said Malne-U S. Pullorum Clean. Baaed on
spending
the
mid-term
vacation
School he left his home town and
be present due to illness and her eration’s battle at present the title was brought forth. A candle orange Portland.
years of finest breeding Pullet chlcka
"A certain lot and parcel of land in all breeds. Free catalog tells all.
with
her
aunt,
Mrs.
Lester
Shibles.
place was ably filled by Rev. Over goes to James L. Winslow of Au sent from Cali omia by May Fogler with the buildings thereon altuate ln Write today CLEMENTS BROTHERS
worked at various places and posi
Reductions of from ti to 1-3 in!
returned Sunday to resume her man.
Washington and on the highway FARMS. Rt. 33, Winterport. Me.
gusta. age six weeks.
was used as the center piece and said
tions, finally becoming superinten the price of floor covering remnants )
leading from Stickney Corner so-called
studies at University of Maine.
to
Waldoboro,
being bounded and de
Mrs.
Lucy
Dean
and
young
son
gave
off
a
delightful
perfume.
A social hour with games followed
4
dent and chemist of the varnish de are in effect at this moment at
scribed as follows, to wit: On the
8
The Simonton Farm Bureau wil.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Heald enter north by land formerly owned by Enoch
and the happy evening was brought William Gregory are spending a few
partment of Jhe United States Gutta Stonington Furniture Co.. Rockland.!
hold a supper meeting Thursday a to a close with tlie Endeavor bene days with Mrs. Dean’s mother Mrs. tained a party of friends at dinner Flanders and now owned or occupied
Percha Paint Company of Provi Limited supply. Act quickly. Special
"Gl^ _MCLaL«hUn
by one D D Weaver: on the west by
land formerly owned by J. B. Davis;
B. F. Herrick.
diction.
Thursday.
dence. R. I., which responsible posi discounts also in effect on Bigelow., of [he
of M Exlension
on thc south by land owned or occu
CALL Rockland Sanitary Service for
The Grange held its installation pied by Edwin Sidelinger; on the east dependable
tion he held at the time of his death. Sanford rugs and Bigelow stair car
hauling waste and ashes.
will speak on "Farm Management.''
by land of Elizabeth H Rollins, and
at
the
hall
Mondaj
’
evening
with
ARTHUR
ADOLPHSEN. Tel. 1399, 14-tf
spent a few days in Rockland re
He was prominent in Masonic cir peting—adv
on the south by land of Elizabeth H.
SWAN'S ISLAND
Supper at 6.30. All men and wom
cently.
J. Herbert Gould of Camder* as in Rollins, and on the east by the high AFTER this date I will pay only
cles. and a member of the Civitan
way or road leading from said Stickney those bills contracted by myself MRS.
en interested are invited to attend
Corner to North Waldoboro; said lot OEOROL A GREENROSE. West Rock
Marguerite Joyce is employed at stalling officer.
Mrs. William Van Horn is caring
Club and of All Saints Memorial
In 1938, Germany produced 24.000 and (j10£e attending the supper are
and parcel of land contains a matter port. Me
15*17
Miss May Fogler who is visiting of
for Mrs. John Stanley who recently the home of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Church (Episcopal) of Providence. tons of pork and lard from pigs asked to contribute food.
slxty-flve (65) acres, more or less. ”
MEN. Women! Oet Pep. New Ostrex
AND
WHEREAS
tbe
condition
of
said
Bridges during Mrs. Bridges’ visit her sister Mrs. Martha Clark in mortgage has been broken.
suffered a severe heart attack.
He
was
married
to
Miss fed on garbage. The stall-feeding
tonic tablets contain tonics, oyster ele
• • • •
NOW. THEREFORE, thc said Lauren ments. stimulants for pep and vim
Camden was guest at the Tuesday
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Kent and to the mainland.
Garden flub Meeting
Elizabeth Ramspott, of Provi method was used in 1200 controlled
often
needed after 40 by bodies lack
M Seaborn. Trustee as aforesaid, claims
ing Iron, calcium, phosphorus. Iodine,
Andrew Watson went this week club dinner.
dence, who. with their three bams.
a foreclosure of said mortgage.
Mrs. Nina Beverage of Augusta, daughter Alice went this week to
Dated at Portland. Maine, this twen- Vitamin BI. Oet package Ostrex todav.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Pierce of ty-nlatb
children, Bradford, Elizabeth, and
Call write C H MOORE 8t CO.
16*26
president of the State Garden Club Steuben, where they will visit her to Togus for medical observation.
day of January, A. D 1940.
LAUREN M SANBORN.
KEYS! Keys' Keys! Keys' Keys' Keysl
father
Dr
George
Shurtleff
Portland
were
at
thelr
/Arm
near
Mrs.
MajTiard
Higgins
is
hospital

Granville, survives
Other near COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ABR Federation and active in the wot*k of
• Trustee es aforesaid Loeks repaired Keys cut from coda.
Mirror Lake during the weekend
Mr and Mrs Maurice Sprague ized as result of a fractured leg,
Uie Nature Study Club of that city.
work woMbm
uiviuug relatives are two sisters,
13-T-I9 11 II URIE at CO., 32H Main Ht

John R. Williams At Clark Island Is Succeeded
By His Daughter, Winnifred W. Milne
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Mrs. Fiank Hewett entertained
' the Rockland Society for the Hard |
jof Hearing Thursday afternoon. I
-------The president, Mrs. Gladys Thomas j Informal Supper For Queen Rubinstein Club Harks Back Mrs. Mabelle Rose and Mrs.
Being a Further Report Of
, was welcomed back after an absence
Irene Moran Delegates To
Contestants At the Snow
To Period Which Many
Interesting Meeting They
of several weeks, due to illness.
Continental
Congress
Like
To
Remember
Bowl
Lodge
House
After the business session and an
Have Recently Held
Informal program, the hostess
Members of Lady Knox Chapter,
Rockland. Union and Thomaston . "The Gay Nineties ' program given
Mr. and Mrs. William Robinson served tea and a social hour was en 1 were well represented at the Lodge
(Second Installment)
by members of Rubinstein Cliib Fri D.A.R. numbering 23 held a meet
who were called here two wtexs ago joyed. Mrs. Nathan Witham and
Two films, “An Ounce of Preven
House at thc Snow Bowl Saturday day night scored a great success and ing Monday afternoon at the home
by the serious illness of Mrs. Rob Mrs. Freeman Brown assisted in
tion" and "What Dentistry Can Do
of Mrs. Katherine Haines. Reports
j night with Norma Havener. Shirley !
furnished amusement for a good were given by thc various commit- j
inson's father, Elmer Holbrook. Old I serving Tlie meeting of February
For the Child” were shown by Dr.
Stickney. Shirley Firth. Josephine
County read, returned to their heme 1 8 will bc held in the BapUst Church.
By K. S. F.
Edward Peaslee, accompanied by his
tees and arrangements made re
Farrington, ol Rockland; Kathleen size audience.
at Isle au Haut Pridav.
--------lecture.
Tlie subject proper was set forth garding thc continental Congress to
Anderson. Thomaston, and Norma
Edward Gordon and his guest Ir
Dr. Peaslee showed models of thc
be
held
in
Washington.
D.
C.
April
McEdward of Union, with iheir es in an original |ioem by Mrs. W. O.
Pennsylvania still ts 46 percent
Joan daughter of Mr. and Mrs. vin Goldberg of Hamilton, Ontario,
different types of teeth, and pointed
corts. parents and friends, attend Fuller, who gave a clever compari 13 and thc State Conference which forest land despite its 10,000,000
Carl Philbrook of Suffolk street, a student at M.I.T. were in Rum
out the steps of decay and the ef
takes place in March at Augusta. population.
ing the informal supper for queen
son ol thc nineties and modern
Mr. and Mrs. P. G. Willey of Cam celebrated her second birthday Sat ford to attend the winter carnival
fect of abscess poison in the system.
• • • •
Thc regent, Mrs. Mabelle Rost
contestants as guests of the corona
times. Tlie poem brought out the
den and Mr. and Mrs Ralph L. urday with a party at her home. Her and arc now in Boston.
Tlie doctor said that there was a
and Mrs. Irene Moran were elected
Kind lady: "Oood morning. Rosy
tion committee and house commit
Wlggm, were dinner guests Sunday guests were Barbara Whitehill. Evan
sweet dignity of the "horse and delegates to the former, the alter
constant battle against germ life.
Cheeks."
tee of the Camden Outing Club. Mil
buggy days/’ the mode of living,
He spoke on the four steps in the
of Dr. and Mrs. John Morse in Au Salminen and Mary Ann Lufkin.
Billy Sharpe came down frem
nates being Mrs. Maude Blodgett
Little boy: “That’s only a wad of
dred Durkee. Lucie Dickens. Natha
care of tlie teeth, with brushes and
Edith Post. Jacquelin Snow. David Harvard to <pcnd the weekend with
style of dressing and the sedate and Mrs. Mary Perry Rich. Tlie
gusta.
gum."
lie Smith, Ruth Prince, and Gloria
unique models of the jaws and teeth
diversion of former times.
Plourd. Paul Merriam. Lee Oliver , his uncle. William W. Spear, Beech
• • • •
42d annual conference of the State
Lundell were the Camden contes
Caroline
Snow
and
Bobby
Mar'street.
used ln Illustration.
Miss Marion Ludwick of Bates
The grandmother of those days oi Maine Society of the American
Food rationing in England ts now
tants attending.
“In What Dentry Can Do For the
College has been spending a few rlner.
was considered an “old lady" at 40.
------Revolution, will be held March 20 Intense. The Englishman can no
Also present were other commitchild,” Dr. Peaslee stressed the im
days with her parents, Sheriff and
------I Monday Niters met last night at
dressing mostly in black and grey, and 21. at the House of Represen
longer have hls bacon with his portance of pre-natal care and diet
i tee heads who spoke briefly follow
Mrs. C. Earle Ludwick.
Mrs. E. H. Rose ,who was threat the horns of Mrs. Bernice Hatch,
whereas todays grandmamma of
tative chambers in Augusta by in ham and eggs for breakfast, and as related to the child's teeth. A
ing the dinner. Alton Crone, gen
ened with double pneumonia is a with the door prize being awarded
that age often appears in a dashing vitation of Koussinoc Chapter.
gooseberry tart is to be served only most interesting angle of thc talk
Miss Eleanor Harper was taken patient at a Boston Hospital where to Mrs. Elizabeth Mills. Other eral chairman of the Carnival, ex ski suit, whirling down a trail, may
Tlie conference opens Wednesday on the Sabbath. But why ever ham was the story of the dental work
plained
in
detail
about
the
interest

to Knox Hospital Thursday night her condition is reported improved. prizewinners were Mrs. Gladys
go soaring through the air by plane
at 10 a. m. with headquaters at the and bacon together?
done by the city of Atlanta for Its
for an emergency appendix opera Her daughter, Mrs. Ogarita Rose Murphy, Mrs. Mills. Mrs. Ellie ing sled dog races which are to be or may secure passage on a sub
• « • •
Augusta House. Those attending
school children.
tion. She is making rapid recovery. Rugg of Portland is with her.
Knowlton, Miss Doris Hyler, Mrs. held at Carnival time, this new win marine. to explore the mighty deep
From an exchange comes this
should make room and luncheon
Jan. 16, Miss Maud Hall gave her
Agnes Hooper, and consolation to ter sport w’hich is completely ama if opportunity offers.
reservations, direct with the hotel. story:
teur.
is
participated
in
by
wealthy
fifth
lesson, “Color Values.” Twenty
Mrs. Pauline Schofield has as
Browne Club will meet Friday Mrs. Hattie Brown. Mrs. Brown
Horse-drawn vehicles have been
guest her aunt, Mrs. Inez Conant evening at the home of Mrs. Don will be the hostess at next week's sportsmen and sportswomen as a replaced by motive-power capable of Luncheon prices arc $.55 and up Septimus Winner, born in Phil girls were present for this instruc
and banquet tickets are priced at adelphia in 1827. was the son of a tive hour.
hobby, and operates under a code
of Vinalhaven.
meeting.
i
ald Karl. Granite street.
from 60 to 90 miles per hour on thc $1.25.
violin maker. At the age of 20 he
of rules that places care and treat
Thursday, the 18th, Mrs. Flora
highway's, and the modern dress,
established
himself as a teacher of Merchant gave an exhibition and
Wednesday
at
4.30
d
.
m.
the
ment
of
the
dogs
foremost.
Mrs. A. D. Moore lias returned to
Harold Dondis and roommate
Anderson Auxiliary, Sons of
in most instances would have been
daughters will be received by Gov violin and other instruments, and talk on the “Index of American De
Miss Phyllis Packard, last year's
Detroit, after a week's visit witli Union Veterans, will meet Wednes John Dickerson of Orono, students
termed "shocking". House fur
her sister, Mrs Herman Smith.
day night. A beano party will be at Bowdoin College, spent the week Queen, voiced her regret tiiat all nishings and even foods have and Mrs. Barrows at the Blaine lie kept a musical instrument store. sign," Maine Art Project, World’s
Mansion.
During his career Winner wrote 1 Progress Administration. Speaking
held in thc afternoon and supper end at the Dondis home on Beech the contestants could not win and changed and each generation clings
Delegates elected from the local some 200 poems, songs and text first of the aim of the Index, Mrs.
her enthusiasm for the fun she had
street.
Mrs. Mida Packard won high will be served at 6 o'clock.
to their own ideals as the best. Well
Merchant said, it is a nationwide
chapter are Mrs. Anne Snow, Mrs. books.
at last year’s Carnival.
honors al cards, at thc Friday aft
who can tell?
There was a colored boy named survey of design in American deco
Mary Perry Rich. Mrs. Helen Carl
George Thomas, in charge of the
Past Matrons and Past Patrons of
Elmer Bird came from Bowdoin
ernoon meeting of Corner Club,
A program of old time vocal and
held at the home of Mrs. I. J. Shu Golden Rod Chapter. O.E.S., will College to spend the weekend with polls ln the queen contest, described instrumental selections was given, son, Mrs. Maude Blodgett, Mrs. Dick Milburn wlio whistled tunes rative arts. Tliis survey will in
Winifred Karl, Mrs. Mary South and played accompaniments on the clude furniture, silver, pewter, and
the care with which the counting
meet Thursday night for rehearsal, his mother, Mrs. Ella Bird.
man.
the participants being dressed in
ard and Miss Marion Weidman. Tlie ' banjo in the streets of Philadel other metal work, glass, wood-carv
and tabulating of votes was handled
in preparation for the Friday night
shirt waists and long full skirts,
Tontan circle will meet Wednes meeting.
Methebesec Club will meet Friday and welcomed questions and checkseven alternates are Mrs. Clara phia. collecting occasional coins ings. pottery, costume, textiles, toys
evening gowns, large picture hats,
afternoon at 2 30, at the home of I ups by the contestants at any time
day at the home ot Miss Katherine
Thurston. Mrs Katherine Haines, j from the glassing crowd .... and objects of everyday use. The
(sporting willow plumes) and long
Richard Spear, who has just re Mrs. Elonia Tuttle on Broadway J during the contest
Veazie. Shaw avenue. Miss Hazel Miss Cora Perry, Mrs. Hester Chase. Whistling Dick had learned, ln hls period covered is (from 1620 to 1890
car rings. The male contingent not
Mrs. Katharyn St. Clair. Mrs. Hat native Southland, the song of the Inclusive.
tine Watts will be assistant hostess. turned from the Harvard-Columbus Miss Caroline Stanley and Mrs.
Miss Hester Ordway, chairman of
to
be
outdone,
appeared
in
small
This material is being assembled
expedition was guest of honor at Nora Cooper the hostesses. The the Coronation committee, spoke
mockingbird, which he often used.
tie Davies and Mrs. Mary Ladd.
Mr. and Mrs. H. Augustus Merrill a party Saturday evening. The af short subject. Laces, will bc given of the appreciation of the Outing round hats, derbys and odd tightWinner was captivated by that for a series of portfolios of Ameri
Mrs. Haines served refreshments,
of Portland visited Rockland friends fair had long been planned for by by Mrs. Josephine Rice. A paper Club directors of the hard work fitting suits, appropriate to the oc- assisted by tlie other hostesses. Mrs. song. He gave the boy a job in his! can design. Artists arc making rec
Sunday. Mr. Merrill was former ten of Dick's schoolmates and took on "The Wine Industry of France" which the queen contestants were cassion.
Mabel Sherman Mrs Etta Stoddard. | store, and, using thc tune, WTotc ' ord-drawings in black and white and
editor of the Knox Messeuger. and place at the home of Robert Smith. will bc presented by Mrs. Mary- doing and which would make this Miss Lotte McLaughlin’s class Miss Cora Perry and Mrs. Clara a song. He sold the copyright to a 1 in color. All drawings will bc made
for several years was nolltical edi Others in the party were Gordon Southard; ‘-Influence of Women’ carnival a success. She also said offered some especially attractive Thurston.
publisher for $500. But thc sale available for study, but none of
tor of thc now defunct Portland Burgess. John Guptill. Edwin Jones. Mrs. Gladys Heistad; and "Music that in this contest she felt sure numbers .the male quartette and
of copies reached the enormous them will bc given for publication
Evening News.
total of 20,000.000 copies, of which or reproduction without consent of
Sam Rankin. Perry Howard. Daniel of France" by Mrs. Adelaide Lowe. that good sportsmanship would pre double quartette composed of young
thc owner of thc object. It is thc
folks
making
a
decided
“
hit".
Miss
Mrs.
Rice
will
exhibit
her
rare
6.000,000
went abroad.
Munroe, Bill Bicknell. Anson Olds.
vail-that those who did not win
aim of thc Index to record not
Min Nina Russell oi Portland has
Dorothy
Lawry
was
general
chair

The name of the song was
Arthur Schofield and Wilbur Dorr. French laces.
w-ould be good losers, and the lucky
only the pieces in the museums and
been the guest for a few days of
man.
“Listen to the Mocking Bird."
five who did win would be as good
private collections but also those
her brother, A. F Russell.
.This program was given:
Birthday festivities held sway winners.
Miss Helen Whitmore was hon
| If there were to be "No Entangling
treasured as family heirlooms Mtss
Paper.
ored at a dinner party recently last night at tiie residence of Mrs.
Tlie most delicate, tlie most sen
Alliances," then faith was to lead a
Richard Bond, new secretary of
Mrs. Fuller
Mrs. S
Waldron left Monday
Dorothy Hay of Portland is in
given in observance of her birthday Marguerite Johnson on Masonic thc Camden Y.M.C.A.. spoke of the Plono duo—
sible
ol
life's
enjoyments
ls
to
find
t drive for the Purchase of Louisiana
for Boston, where she enters thc
charge of this Project.,
Invitation To the Dance. Von Weber
anniversary at the home of Mr and street, a group of friends assembling many things which would be done M Nathalie Snow. Ml - Dorothy Lawrv and for thc flow of Americans into • that one who professes love for you
Deaconess Hospital for observation
Locally, many fine wood-carvings
Ma.e
quartet—
to
help
her
celebrate
her
new
mile

Mrs. Robert Harvey. Guests were
that region. "And preliminary to holds that love worthy of any vicisfor the Queen and Ladies in Waiting Ihe Curse ot An Aching Heart.
and treatment. She was accom
havc
been found. Tlie billet-head
stone and new homc to wliich she and the gifts and honors in store Bluebell.
that flow was thc fur trade, the ad situde, believing through misunderpanied by Mrs. Harold Waldron Mr. and Mrs. Donald Lewis, Charles
from
thc man-of-w-ar "Sabine,''
Polly Wolly Doodle
I
standings
that
the
heart
is
true.
Harvey and sons Donald and has recently moved. Culinary art for them.
William Smith Jr. Byron Knowlton. vance guard upon every front—thc
and Miss Mildred Waldron.
which is now over thc doorway of
• • • •
Roy
Joyce
Russell
Young
was
displayed
in
plenty
as
three
subject
of
this
story."
Thus
thc
Charles Harvey. Miss Beatrice HarMoving pictures taken toy Elisha Vocal—Buttercup
tlie store at Snow's sliipyard, being
•Mother, I just can't thread tills
, early chapters read in “Furs to Pur.
Catherine Rice
Knox Hospital Auxiliary meets ;vc>' and Maurice Harvey. Cards birthday cakes made their appear Richards and Mrs. Richard Foxwell Vueal duelMiss
one of them.
sailing master of
—
'
rows.
”
by
Sydney
Orccnbie
(Tlie
ance,
supplemented
by
a
variety
of
needle."
; were enjoy ed and thr group preI werc then shown of scenes around Da r Bell.
this afternoon at 2 o'clock.
thc
"Sabine
”
was
Lucius Beattie.
“Why, what is tlie trouble, son?"
' sented the honor guest with a gift. other tasties. Among tlie gifts to the Snow Bowl and of past coro- I Don’t Want to Play In Your Yard I Caxton Printers. $3.50 >.
W re Has My Little Dog Oone
' Richard Bartlett also served on the
the
hostess
werc
many
of
household
"Every time I get thc tliread near
The trapper was the forerunner
Th. Kiwanis Club entertained
J II.-, Mary Lawry. Byron Knowlton
' nation ceremonies.
I ship.
Double vocal quartet Little Annie
Opportunity Class will hold its utility, in keeping with the house
of American civilization. Lewis and tlie eye. it blinks at me and will
wltn a bridge and contrac'. party n
Rooney.
Members of the house committee
Joseph Verrill. a Rockland wood
! Clark pressed into the wilderness to not go in."
Pupils of Miss Lotte McLaughlin
• he tower tocin at the cjmm.mil” monthly meeting Thursday night at warming party. Social chat and which assisted Mrs Mary' Nash with Baritone
solo—
carver, did thc carving on tlie Grand
•
•
•
•
the
home
of
Mrs.
Louise
Ingraham,
)
general
jollity
supplied
a
delightful
the
Pacific
and
Columbia
regions,
building Fiiday night in th; lirst
Foster
1 the supper were Mrs. Gilbert Har Beautiful Dreamer.
Army hall. Verrill also did the
Smith. Jr.
Householders and homemakers
while Pike drove into the upper
of a series of three parties, benefit Lindsey street. Members are asked evening for Mrs. Johnson and her mon and Mrs. Harold Weymouth. Piano soloWilliam
Romance
Sibelius
carving on thc old Custom House,
guests.
Mrs.
Ernest
Gray,
Mrs.
Carl
learn
slowly
all
the
different
uses
Mississippi
area.
These
first
trap

Mr, Clemice Preston
ing the clubs underprivileged chil to take valentines.
Miss Hester Ordway. Mrs. Walter Vocal solo—The Sweetest Storv Ever
Main street, 1865.
Nelson, Mrs. Elizabeth Vinal. Miss
pers (and those that followed) were of the common items. Now taki
dren lunc Door prizes were award
,
Told.
Rich and Mrs. Gene Rich comprise
Another interesting carving ls at
Mrs
Lydia
Storer
Alice
Barton.
Mrs.
Delia
Kaler
and
i
really
flirting
with
the
wilderness
—
glycerine—it is handy to have for
Mrs P. L. Roberts of Jericho,
ed to Mrs. Gilmore Soule, Mrs.
the coronation committee. Stewart Vocal quartet thc
Dunn & Elliot sail-loft. ThomI executives at wilderness taming, many kitchen and home panaceas.
Gar Iner French, Alien Murray and Long Island. N. Y.. is arriving today daughter Florence. Mrs. Rena Bates, Orbeton who is heading the Queens I’ll Take You Home Kathleen
aton.
Silver
Threads
Among
the
Oold
j They -were the first to parry thc Put a little in water and watch the
Mrs Ralph L. Wtgg.n, Winners at to visit her niece, Mrs. John McLoon. Mrs. Laurel Henderson and Mrs. gift committee outside Camden, and Now the Day Is Over.
Record-drawings of figureheads,
j "Message to Garcia.” They were curled edges of your snapshots
Emma Harvie.
Pupils of Miss McLaughlin
bridge and contract were- Mrs.
homespuns embroidered with handMrs. Orbeton. were also present.
Following midyear exams which
I
fathering
a
unique
World.
Not
merestraighten out. A few drops mixed
Henry Jordan. Mrs. Thomas Stone,
ended (Wednesday at University of
Walt Disney’s ’Pinochle ’ will The aoov<“- wlth the ‘>arenls and NORTH WALDOBORO | ly hunters—they became men of with vaseline will perk up leather dyed woolens, and wall paintings
John G. Snow. Sumner C. Perry.
Mainc. several students came home have its world premiere during Feb- escor,s of the contestants, comdestiny, playing America:’, civiliza hand bags and boots. A safe and from various houses, among them
Miss Pearl V. Borgerson, Mrs. A. D,
Mrs. Bessie Lovejoy and Virginia tion, and some were victims of theft- good eye lotion is made by adding thc Tate House, were shown by
for the remainder of thc week. ruary at Radio City’s Center Theatre . Pnscd a «rouP °f °ver 50 at the SUP"
Morey, Mrs. John H. McLoon. Allen
Mrs. Merchant.
in New York
l|Jer- Among the parents present Libby visited Wednesday with their | own confidence.
Among them were
one-half teaspoon of table salt,
Murray. Alan Grxtman. Mrs Elmer
We were curious to know more of
_______
'were; Mr. and Mrs. Bowman Durkee. grandmother. Mrs. Emma Walsh at I Jefferson isn't soon to be lorgot- one-half teaspoon of cocking soda
Look. Miss Barbara Orff. Grant
Teel, Mrs Robert Allen. Mis. Henry Davis. Gordon Thompson. Richard
thc
dragon weathervane from War
Flanders
Corner.
Young Bride: I want a pound of Mr. and Mrs F E. Havener. Dr. and
j ten, for while tlie fur trappers took and one teaspoon boric acid, a full
Clukey. Mrs. Olive Sylvester, Ralph Karl, Paul Horcyscck and Meredith
ren.
Mrs.
W.
L
Dickens.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Mrs.
Maude
Mank
who
has
em

j
full
inventory
of
a
continent,
ne
pint of boiling water and then add
tea, please
L. Wiggm. Mrs Donald Farrand and Dondis.
Au interesting drawing was tiiat
Albert K. Anderson, Mr. and Mrs ployment in Augusta attended the bought fcr his people half a ccnti- to this one teaspoon glycerine; and
Grocer; Black or green
Mrs. Lloyd Daniels. The club vot
of a pumpkin pine desk made
C.
F.
Smith.
Mrs.
Donald
D
McEdlocal
Grange
meeting
Thursday.
I
nent.
Ycung Bride; It doesn’t matter,
a hundred morc uses.
ed official thanks to the Coca-Cola
Mrs. Joseph Dondis is visiting her
by the shakers.
The shakers or
• • • •
w’ard. Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Prince,
Mrs. William D. Walter spent the
The story of humanity is a moving
Company for donating the refresh parents. Mr. and Mrs M. Povich in my husband is color-blind.—Wor
Merry
Dancers
were
at Alfred, Me.,
J
picture.
Not
the
jvhitc
power
but
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lundell, Mr past week in Portland as guest ot
Customer; "But if it cost $20 to
cester Gazette.
ments.
Eilswortli for a few days.
and Mrs. Ralph Stickney. Mr. and Emma Robinson.
seme superior power conquered the make these watclies and you sell as early as 1781. Ebcneezcr Cooley
9
Mrs. Charles Firth.
I’he 4-H Club ol wliich Mrs. Lulu Indian. And at this time thc plow them for $20, where does your profit and James Jewell, two pewter but
ton and spoon makers, were thc first
Miller is leader, lield a social Mon- J was thc trappers’ symbol, their come in?"
missionaries
to preach thc doctrines
sword, and thelr foundation. With
Shopkeeper: "That comes In re
Subscribe to Thc Courier-Gazette.
at the NAw Century hall
of Anna Lee.
thc cry for Gold, then turned the pairing them, sec?”
Three half-hour talks on Vitamin
• • • •
j land to the plow.
C wore given by thc supervisor of
i Parties invaded to .share ln thc
During the first seven months of
1 profits of thc chase. Fur trade turned 1939 the airlines of thc United tiie project. One period being given
THURSDAY, FRIDAY, SATURDAY
from an exploring, adventuring un States flew 52.000,000 miles, carry to the morning group. Thc steps
dertaking to one of Just business, ing about 1.500,000.000 people with that lead to the discovery of their
j "No American should bc aware of out a serious accident or a forced antiscorbutic vitamin were traced
from thc French Crusader of the
its slightest meanings.’’
L. R F.
landing.
13th century to thc isolation of vita
1 Mrs. Leslie Clark of Damaris
When a camel gets a stone hole min i by Dr. Zilva of tiie Sister Insti
cotta Mills is thc guest of Mrs. Car in Its foot, its driver puts on a tute, London).
Tlie sources of vitamin C werc dis
patch, sewing it firmly to the
rie Waltz.
A great many customers have asked u
cussed as were the best ways of
camel's tough sole.
• • • •
cooking to preserve this most early
another sale of the Wrisley s I Oc and I 5c Tc
Reductions of from ' r to 1-3 in
There is again awakening a love drtroyed vitamin.
the price of floor covering remnants
In taking up the value of vitamin
JAMES
Choice of—
are in effect at this moment at for home-made music and one can
C. a review of the films and the lecStonington Furniture Co., Rockland. but feel thankful and welcome lt.
| ture by Dr. Peaslee was given.
Castile
• Old Waverly Pine
Limited supply. Act quickly. Special In these days of nervous stress even
Wilhelmina T. Fogg.
the
doctors
ray
it
will
help,
and
Savon
* Royal Bath
discounts also in effect on Bigelow.
ns Private Plunkttt
Oatmeal
* DeLuxe Tabs
Sanford rugs and Bigelow stair car the family piano is an essential to Supervisor Project 17-4. N.
this Jcy. One would guess that so Rockland.
peting—adv.
Coronet
• Cold Cream
much
rag-time-stream-ltne-blueerooncr-love-sick calf bleating is
Ralph B Feyler is a patient at
Ute real cause of tlie return to thc Veteran s Hospital in Togus.
.is / trther Duffy
Today and Wednesday
home-made music.

Had Gay Outing

Lady Knox Chapter

“The Gay Nineties”

This And That

ETY

The N. Y. A. Girls

Furs To Furrows

8.

Tiie

Miss Eleanor

j

SOAP SALE

CAGNEY .

Y. A.,

OBRIEN
GLOHGE

“CITY OF CHANCE”

BRENT

AT A SAVING!

is

‘Wild Rill

LYNN BAM, DONALD WOOD

Dotrtvan

Thursday

JEFFREY LYNN• ALAN HALE * FRANK McHUGH * DENNIS
MORGAN • DICK FORAN • William Lwtdifan • Guinn ‘Big Boy’ William
A WARNER BROS.-Hrst Natniul Picture • Birected by WILLIAM KEIGHLEY
Original Screen Play by Norman Reilly Raine, Fred Niblo Jr. and Dean Franklin

500

SHEET BOXES

TODAY AND

l
1

WEDNESDAY

TELEPHONE 558

Strand 1

"CALLING PHILO VANCE"
with
JAMES STEPHENSON
Shows: Matinee 2;

Evg. 6.30 and 8.30
Cont. Saturday
2.00 to 10.30
Sunday Mat. 3 n'rlnck

THOU SHALT
MOT KIU
GiiauiUfi SB 3© as i? © ili ®
OWEN DAVIS. IR.

DORIS DAY

Plus Tally-Ho, $25

“A rubber plant can never make a
home.
Not even If you add a brush and
comb.
A table and a mat
A bird cage and a cat—
No, a rubber plant can
Never make a home."
• • • •
Discoveries ln a cave piled high
i with trash led archaeologists in
Colorado to believe that American
Indians farmed and built homes in
this State nearly 2,000 years ago,
or possibly before the time of
' Christ.
The essence of joy in our loved
! one is to know tiiat they trust what
ever we do without malice in tlieir
I hearts for what they think tve do
that displeases tjiem

OMIQUt
Ij.-rdcn

THEATRE

lel '.51'.’

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
AKIM TAMLROFF

DOROTHY LAMOUR

“Disputed Passage”
Added Shorts
TODAY

“Nick Carter,
Master Detective”
MARCH OF TIME
CKLME DOESN’T FAY
TONIGHT: BIG CASH AWARD

Every-Other-Day
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churcli tlie past year. Wc find,
are tlie most extensive set ol Lin
after taking a general survey of all
coln Illustrations ever gathered for
churches in America, that The
one work. To choose what is shown Great Gains Shown At the
Church of God shows the great
here, Sandburg examined more
Recent Annual Assembly est percentage of gain oi any body
'than 5.000 originals.
or group of churches containing
In Atlanta
50,000 members or more. By fur
To set the type, proof-read print,
ther companiig the amounts of
and bind the four volumes of The
Portland, Feb. 5.
money paid into the Church by in
War Years took eight months. To Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
manufacture paper for the first
Having recently been transferred dividual members, the Church tf
iy Gladyi St. Clair Heistad
edition of 15.000 sets took two from the State of Oklahoma to the God is exceeded by only seven or
months. Paper for the second edi- state of Maine as State overseer ganizations in America.
Our Missionary report is very ention of 5.030 sets took six weeks. for The Church of God, and. after
Boston's newly formed Women s capacity audience which paid enocuraging.
The total amount rawed
H.
G.
Wells,
who
confesses
in
his
And
of
course
we
know
it
has
gone
passing
through
18
states
to
get
Symphony Orchestra, founded and thusiastic and appreciative tribute
latest book “The Fate of Man" that into the third printing—perhaps here, chopping at Atlanta Georgia, this year lacks only $75 of being as
conducted by Alexander Thiede, has to the splendid work done by the
he was himself engulfed by the ris- »He fourth by now!
and attending the 34th annual As- much as was raised for missions
particular interest for us. as Bea- singers, under the direction of Earle
ing tide of hatred which resulted in
carl Sandburg, who is of Swedish sembley of this large organization) for the past 11 years.
trice Haskell of Warren, is a mem- B Renwick, known to many local
Our disbursements to Foreign
the Versailles treaty, ls today taking birth, isone of the most versatile I would like through the medium
ber. playing second violin. Miss music devotees. Knowing that the
Missions
fer the past year were:
an
active
and
very
vocal
part
in
n
^
n
j
n
this
country
—
meaning
of
your
valuable
paper
to
give
some
Haskell is among the younger wo- program would have interest for Mr.
the movement which ls growing in America. He is poet, musician, interesting facts in regard to the Africa> 5''790; Bahamas $1,448;
men of the group. She studied with Constantine and his men s singing
England to have the peace aims iboth vocal and instrumental and wonderful growtli in every depart Barbadoes $1,436; Canada, $665;
Emanuel Ondricek. was a member group, here is a resume of it:
stated clearly from the beginning as a composer), writer, and what ment during the past year. Know Central America $3,536; Central
of the Intercollegiate Symphony unMarching Along Together. Smalle;
ing your paper gees into Kncx, America overseer. *1317; China,
of this war. In the last war Mr. not.
der Wheeler Beckett, and the Pro The Heavens Are Declaring. Bee•
•
•
•
Waldo,
Lincoln and Kennebec $667; Egypt $100; Germany $360;
Wells was Director of British Propa
Arte Symphony under Paul Ban- thoven; Ave Maria. Schubert; The
Haiti, $7193; Hawaii $325; India,
ganda in Germany, and found him
“Secret Agent of Japan" by Am- Counties, I am sure it will reacli
guso. Those who heard this talent- Blind Ploughman. Lucas: Spanish
$6,552; Jamaica $1,350; Mexico $910;
many
of
our
people,
and
they
will
self promising the German people leto Vespa, is being filmed in
ed musician play at the Warren Gold. Protheroe; Winter Song. BuloVerseer of Mexico $1,180; Panama
Chungking.
China,
according
to
a
appreciate
the
report
peace
terms
which
he
later
realized
concert of last summer recall not lard; Passing By. Purcell; Deep |
$720; Turks Island $321; Paul H.
This
convention
was
held
in
Atthe Foreign Office had no slightest report from the United Press. The
only her consummate artistry, but River.Burleigh arr.; Rosary, Nevin; |
lanta with around 10.000 delegates, Walker, fieid mlssiinary, $3,999
intention of giving.
book which was published in the
her charm of manner her girlish Goin' Home. Dvorak-Fisher; The
present from all over the world.
| The Ohuurch of Ood has large
• • • •
United States has been widely read
dignity, and the disarming serious- House by the Side of the Road,
Oovemor
Rivers
opened
the
Con■ Churches on all of these fields.
j Oliver LaFarge, author of "Laugh by the Chinese and has gone
ness with which she approached Gulesian; Volga Boatmens Song,
six
editions
in
the
Chinese
v
«
ntion
with
a
stirring
address.
In
Some of these foreign field now
ing
Boy",
etc.,
is
working
with
Helen
her task.
arr. Page; In The Garden of To- .
part the Governor said: "The more *‘ave 100 churches. After doing all
Post on a book which seems likely translation.
Mr. Thiede is the only man to be morrow. Deppen; The Lost Chord,
we know of government the more j this for the mission fields we have
to pioneer a new technique ln the
actively identified with the Orches- Sullivan. Several new effects were
a balance on hand at the Mer
use of words with pictures. Under
Thornton W. Burgess, the nature we know that ,he People w»° are i
tra. A violin prodigy at four years, employed ln this year’s concert. For
chants Bank at Cleveland, Tenn.
good
citizens
must
believe
in
Ood.
the sonorous title of "As Long as story-teller, began the year 1940
he played in symphony orchestras example, in Shubert's "Ave Maria**,
i mission funds) of $26,571.
The Grass Shall Grow", this new- with a New Years resolution—to and must have a right to worship
in Detroit. Philadelphia, and St. Henry F. Peterson sang the air with
Him
as
their
own
conscience
directs.
est addition to Alliances Face of write his 10.000th daily story and
ure“ u"‘1 -‘“™*
to
Louis, performing as conductot of the chorus singing as a batkgorund.
. .................
The Constitution of the United ucauy new
ls
America series will tell the story then retire. He has already writ
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members have been added to the
tions could no longer be shipped increase by reason ot European 2.503 pages. 76 chapters. Many of the leadership away from Standish
which made It famous. The author |
Dr. Sergei Koussevitsky, conducto the warring nations.
hostilities. We did not do it and these chapters are the length of an 1 which fell from 331 ln 1938 to 195
said that the reason It was pub- ' tQr
' of the Boston Symphony OrchesThis involved sacrifices. Muni- j there is no prospect now that It ordinary' .novel. The total word ' last fall. Codyville also In WashHshed under the pseudonym of Effie tra has ^7 distinction of 'having
Canning was that she wasn't much presen(ed pubHcly more worfa by tion makers were losing European win he donp Quite oossiblv the count of the work is approximately ington County was in a t;e with i
impressed with It herself. But t0 American composers than has the orders, always the source of quick ,|me may come, however, when we 1.300.000 words, which is the length Standish for second place. Other
profits. There were idle men, nat shall wish we had taken that cour of 15 iull-length novels.
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leader of any other of our major turally very anxious to work In these
The index to the four volumes, outstanding luck were; Marlon, 150;
it has come to have almost the
ageous action.
■ orchestras.
plants. Farmers reasoned that, if
We shall always have a minority, running to 98 pages, lists the sig Whiting, 165; Greenfield, 148; Au
quality of a prayer. The author
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart <1756- tbese factories could run at capacity
herself never had a child.'’
ambition that the United States nificant persons who have thelr rora, 144; Plantation No. 14. 159;
1791) composed his first symphony the employes would be better cus
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become a world power. Joining part in the story. The major Ashland. 87; Topsfield, 124; Blue- 1
'here in 1764"—is the inscription on tomers for farm products. Mer
The last sentence brings to mind
with them and stimulating the cu character studies, some of them hill, 103; Surry. 102; Northfield,
a tablet which has been placed on chants had the same thought.
the thought that the most famous
pidity of those who hoped to profit having the scope of full-length 164; Argyle 104; Eustis, 72; Dead
the house in Ebury Street, London,
All this is quite natural and one by munition shipments, the admin biographies (Grant, Lee, Sherman, River, 82; Andover, 104; Newfield. 82;
lullaby, perhaps in the world, was
where Mozart stayed on his visit must be tolerant toward such sen
written by a bachelor—"Wiegenlied"
istration was able to repeal the em McClellab, Jefferson Davis, etc.) Upton. 90; Alton, 142; Bowtown, 81;
to England at the age of eight,
timents, in which motives, both bargo in the special session of Con- number about 60. The 414 photo- Macwahoc, 78: Brooktown, 68; Ban
by Johnannes Brahms, known to us
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worthy and unworthy, are confused gress, last November. It was an graphs and 249 reproductions of croft, 60; Glenwood. 77; Charlotte,
as “. ullaby and Goodnight ’.
At Bowdoin College Feb. 6, in the and interwoven. But there is so unneutral act—a step fraught with letters, documents, and cartoons 92; Franklin, 82; Jefferson, 58;
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Searsmont, 46; Lagrange, 76; SeAugusta is blossoming musically. evening, under the direction of very much more to be said; only a the gravest dangers to ihe peace
boels, 78 and Beddington, 86.
Iast year the Capital “Y" Men's Prof. Frederic Tlllotson, head of part can be presented in this ar and safety of America. It need
Washington County had by far
Sieging Club was organized, and the Music Department, there will ticle.
lessly complicated a situation that
Everybody hopes this will bc a was at best menacing and serious. quickly relieve DISTRESS off the biggest kill with a total of 4501
within the past few months the Au- be a concert featuring Norbert
as against 3082 for Penobscot. More
pusta Symphony Orchestra has Lauga of the Boston Symphony and short contest but no one expects It My vote was cast against repeal.
than a hundred deer were killed in
made Its bow. The latter has a Prof. Tlllotson in a program of to be. It is safe to predict that Nothing in the intervening weeks
membership drawn from Augusta, chamber music, including the rare- the war chests of the various na has caused me to i egret that action.
; each of 10 different towns in Wash
ington County.
Gardiner and Farmington. Wilson ly played E flat major Bach Sontata, tions will be emptied long before
Copies of the map are available
F. Palmer, principal of Smith Sonata by Enesco, Cesar Franck the termination of the struggle. In
NORTH WARREN
at the Fish and Game Department
Grammar School is president ol ®°nata 1^us is one of the concerts the meantime, due to the repeal j
Mrs. Verna Wiley spent Thursday
offices at the State House, Augusta.
the organization, and Ernest R. Hill, in the Chamber Music Concerts be of the embargo, we shall have been
director of the Shrine orchestra is ing presented this winter, and is supplying the implements of ag-1 with Mr. and Mrs. Alford Wiley,
gressive warfare—equipment for j Donald Mank, in company with
Patrie Knowles has been signed
the leader with George E Goodie. open. free, to the public.
not
death and destruction—whereas we j Malcolm Hannon of Union made a
to a long-team contract by RKO
violinist, as concert master. While
------------------Radio Pictures as a result of hts
r,o public concert Is expected in
"Vacation Diary" ls the title of a might have had foreign trade tn j business trip Friday to Dixfield,
Miss Arlene Lovejoy of Union
work in “A Bill of Divercement.”
rear future, many fine selections new RKO Pathe Reelism. Filmed equal volume by shipping defen40t.
The young British-born actor is re
8re being whipped into shape in enroute to and in Bermuda, the sive weapons, hospital needs and was guest Friday of Mary Oracie.
Mrs. Ruth Wiley recently substimembered for portrayals In "The
regular rehearsals, and lively en- short concerns the activities of a food. The manufacture and sale
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Spellbinder," "Five Came Back," i
thusiasm prevails.
pleasure cruise to the land of af pursuit planes and anti-aircraft I tuted at the Anderson School for
"The Honeymoon’s Over" and “An- '
barouches and bicycles. The reel guns is certainly a more reputable Mrs. Tatham who was ill.
otlier Thin Man." He has one of
The Singing Club gave its second tells tlie story of two attractive business than making bombers. The ! Mrs. Charles Lovejoy has returned
the leading roles in RKO Radio's
annual concert on Jan. 23, In Cony girls who spend their budgeted va first offers protection to civilian j home following a visit with her parnish School auditorium, with a | cation In this winter playland.
“Married and ln Love."
population; the latter seeks to de-
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recognizing hii obligation to God, the Boy Scout) of America, in this
new Norman Rockwell painting, symbolize) the spirit and meaning of ita
Twelfth Scout Law: “A Scout it reverent. He it reverent toward God. He
is faithful in hit religious duties and respects the convictions of others
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